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Abstract 
For Japanese firms, expanding their businesses in oversea market has been one of the most 
important strategies recently. Not only simple export but also setting subsidiaries in foreign countries and 
cross-border M&A, these various ways accelerates their expansion. Especially, Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI) has increased stably. Firms also disclose their ratio of foreign sales to total sales in proactive manner. 
However, we, Japanese people, often see the news such as impairment loss of goodwill generated through 
cross-border M&A, withdrawal of businesses in oversea market. Remarkably, number of withdrawal from 
Asia market is high and increasing. It is questionable that internationalization would always bring about 
benefits to firms.  
Based on the above, the purpose of this thesis is to clarify three research questions. The first is 
what kind of Japanese firms' general relationship between internationalization and performance exist. The 
second is what common factors can be seen in excessively internationalized Japanese firms. The last is 
what factors are significant to overcome internationalization adversity. In accordance with the above 
three research questions, quantitative or qualitative analyses are done in order.  
For the first research question, this thesis tests the two type quantitative analyses which are to 
clarify the Japanese firms' general relationship between internationalization and performance, and another 
one between expansion in Asia region and performance. Because of investigating the relationship between 
internationalization (measured in foreign sales to total sales ratio (FSTS)) and performance (ROS/ROA), it is 
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found that there is a horizontal S-shape relationship, which consists of three phases. Concepts characterizing 
S-shape can be assumed as mentioned in prior studies, Liability of foreignness/newness, Coordination cost 
and Total benefit of internationalization. Also, the analysis of the relationship between expansion in Asia 
(Asia sales ratio) and performance (ROS/ROA) shows negative one, which is considered because of 
decrease of total benefits of internationalization and increase of liability of foreignness.  
For the second research question, samples under highly internationalized business 
circumstances are chosen, taking the results of the first analysis into account, and common factors are 
confirmed. Results suggest that common factors such as Business to Business (BtoB) business model, 
small number of business segments and existence of main customer etc. are confirmed. It is considered 
that BtoB is comparatively less sensitive to negative effects regarding total benefits of 
internationalization and liability of foreignness, and that limited business segments and customers can 
make firms centralize their resource. Therefore, firms adopting BtoB business model highly 
internationalize.  
For the last research question, it is analyzed that what factors is significant to overcome 
internationalization adversity, the existence of which is suggested by the result of the first analysis, 
through quantitative analysis with the variables suggested by the analysis result for second research 
question. Finally, the analysis shows several success factors such as aggregating business segments, no 
dependence to main customer and expanding business, the background of which is because of decrease 
of coordination cost and increase of total benefits of internationalization. Daikin industries is the 
Japanese successful internationalized firm.  
In conclusion, as for Japanese firms, through the analyses below significant implications are 
suggested. There is generally horizontal S-shape relationship between internationalization and 
performance. The business expansion in Asia region brings about negative effects. Highly 
internationalized firms are likely to be in BtoB business model, and have small number of business 
segments and main customer existence etc. Even though facing the internationalized adversity, 
aggregated and expanded businesses and no main customer existence are factors of overcoming the 
situation.  
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 Based on the overall implications, for practitioners, it should be recognized that excessive 
internationalization brings about negative effects, and that due to sales and profits in consolidation 
financial statements  heavily affected by fluctuation of currency exchange rate, instead of them, profit 
ratio analysis or trend analysis are better way to grasp the actual business situation. Even though in the 
potential market like Asia, because of effects by unstable market environment, expanding businesses 
there also make firms face difficulties. Considering the above, it is inevitable to enhance management 
ability for oversea businesses and properly grasp market environment, adding that early management 
decision and action are more significant. However, better or worse, firms adopting BtoB business model, 
compared with ones doing BtoC, are likely to internationalize, so they should always plan and do 
strategy in a global basis. In that situation, for overcoming internationalization adversity, firms can 
minimize those effect through concentrating business segment and expanding business size, so even 
though Japanese firms faces difficulties to do those options so far, replacement of business portfolio by 
selling their business segment or M&A is better way. The very firm doing above factors in practice is 
Daikin industries, effectively utilizing M&A. On the other hand, from the view point of shareholder or 
investor, it is supposed to be recognized that increase of FSTS may bring about not only benefits but also 
difficulties, so they should confirm counter measures to those difficulties if firms set the increase of 
FSTS. Also, exchange currency fluctuation enormously affects financial statements, so they should 
confirm whether increase is generated from actual firm’s growth, and focus on it. These, based on 
sufficient analyses, are the beneficial implications for people engaging in global businesses and relating 
to such firms results and very significance of this thesis. 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 
Section 1.  Background 
Japanese firms have been more and more trying to expand their businesses in overseas markets. 
Expansion of their businesses in the overseas market is one of the important strategies. Some firms' 
businesses heavily depend on sales and profits from overseas markets. As Japanese firms keep affluent 
cash-flow and retained earnings, recently they have done various ways of expansion such as exporting 
products, establishing an overseas branch, setting a subsidiary or joint-venture company and doing M&A. 
Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) figure stably increase year by year, which is one of the factors to make 
foreign sales to total sales ration increase. However, they are likely to also face difficult situation regarding 
oversea expansion. People in Japan often see the news saying significant impairment loss of goodwill relating 
to the acquisition of overseas subsidiaries and business withdrawal from overseas market etc. Considering 
these situations, internationalization brings about a benefit of increasing firms results. On the other hand, 
because of dispersion of resources or difficulties of managing overseas businesses, it would have them face 
significant problems, which is not only simply reducing sales or income, but also generating factors affecting 
overall group results badly. This thesis is examined based on the questions what kind of general relationships 
between Japanese companies’ internationalization and performance exists, and what features highly 
internationalized Japanese firms commonly have, and what features Japanese firms which continuously 
improve their result even though their businesses are even highly internationalized.  
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Section 2.  Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine three research questions through empirical studies, 
quantitative or qualitative analysis. The first is what kind of Japanese firms' general relationship between 
internationalization and performance exist. The second is what common factors can be seen in excessively 
internationalized Japanese firms. The last is what factors are significant to overcome internationalization 
adversity. Finally, the other purpose is to shape practical suggestions, taking the results of each analysis 
into account.  
 
Section 3.  Significance 
 The significance of this thesis is, based on appropriate analyses through quantitative or 
qualitative, to explain Japanese firms' relationship between performance and internationalization and factors 
to overcome the internationalized adversity. Also, in conclusion, based on the results of each analysis, 
several suggestions beneficial to business practitioners are mentioned. As there are so far no prior studies 
addressing Japanese firms’ internationalization from several perspectives using plentiful analyses and 
shaping useful business suggestions on the results, it is strongly believed that the outcome of this thesis is to 
be a trigger for Japanese firms to consider again how to deal with internationalized business circumstances 
and bring about beneficial thought to overcome the adversity developed by excessive internationalization 
when they plan and do activities in global businesses. 
 
Section 4.  Structure 
This thesis consists of 7 chapters. The first chapter is to mainly explain background and purpose. 
Chapter 2 is to contain reviews of prior theories and studies. Several typical theories relating to this thesis can 
be seen. Also, summaries of several prior studies relating to this thesis are contained there. Chapter 3 
summarizes Japanese firms’ internationalization situation. This includes public information showing 
current situation from the several viewpoints. Chapter 4, addressing the first research question, is a test for 
the relationship of Japanese firms between internationalization and performance, which focus on general 
internationalization and business expansion especially in Asia region. Considering contents in Chapter 2 
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and 3, firstly some hypotheses are created. Then, research design explaining variables, modeling and methods 
are shown. Finally, results of it and conclusion are seen. Chapter 5, addressing the second research question, 
is an investigation of highly internationalized firms’ common factors. Samples are picked up and 
investigated with disclosed financial statements. Several common factors through the investigation are 
shown. Chapter 6, addressing the last research question, is an empirical test of factors to overcome 
internationalization adversity. Founded factors in Chapter 5 are treated as variables in regression analysis. 
Several significant factors are found and suggested. Chapter 7 is a conclusion summarizing all the 
implications found through the analyses in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Also, based on them, practical suggestions, 
which are strongly believed to be beneficial for actual business practices, are formed and left at the very 
last of this thesis.  
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Chapter 2.  Prior theories and studies 
Section 1.  Introduction 
 This chapter reviews prior theories and studies, seemingly related to study of this thesis. As 
there is no tangible theory for the research questions of this thesis, theories mainly relate to firm’s 
internationalization and foreign direct investment (FDI), which is considered as beneficial ones to the 
research. On the other hand, there are several studies address the topic having very close relationship to 
the research question, reviewed and summarized for setting tangible hypotheses in quantitative analysis.  
 
Section 2.  Prior theories 
2.1.1.  Hymer Theory 
 Hymer (1960) explains the circumstances of Multinational firm’s internationalization. It 
compared national firms located in local market with multinational firms which explore in foreign 
market. Generally, national firms have several advantages or better information, which are the country’s 
law, economic situation, language and politics. For multinational firms, acquiring this kind of 
information is burdening to enter into the market. Also, sometimes local authorities set barriers for 
foreigners to enter into their market. Even though there are such difficulties for multinational firm’s 
internationalized operation, the reason why they do international operation and obtain benefit is because 
of their possessed advantages through licensing it to local firms or setting their subsidiaries in local 
market. Typical advantages he addressed are in making and selling a product such as better knowledge of 
effective production or supply chain management. (Asakawa, 2003) (Kotosaka, 2014) (Nakamura, 2010) 
 Based on this concept, it is considered as the assumption that firms expanding their 
businesses in oversea market through FDI are confident with their ability to overcome the obstacles 
generated from the difference of knowledge to the market between national firms and them. Also, if this 
assumption is truly in effect, no firms would suffer from difficulties in the business of foreign countries. 
However, actual situation is definitely not. The background of difference between the assumption and the 
actual situation would be considered as overconfident of their abilities from the view point of comparison 
of firm’s advantages. 
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2.1.2. Product Life Cycle Theory 
 Raymond Vernon (1966) explains the relationship among export, import and FDI based on 
three phases of production life cycle: New product, Maturing product and Standardized product, and 
three markets: U.S., other advanced countries and less developed countries. Firstly, in U.S. new product 
is introduced, when U.S. export it to other countries. Then, in the second phase, other developed 
countries start producing the product, but still the volume of production and export in U.S. is larger. 
Finally, in the last phase, less developed countries starts the productions. The volume of other developed 
countries production is over own consumption and then they start exports. On the other hand, U.S. 
decreases the production volume and starts import. In the second or the last phase, U.S. may invest in 
other developed countries or less developed countries to produce the goods instead of the production in 
their market. Like this, Vernon suggests the transition of trade and FDI considering production life cycle. 
(Charles, 2013)  
 This theory is a little bit obsolete under current situation, where not only in U.S. but also in 
other countries even in China firms can develop advanced products. Also, labor costs increase in less 
developed countries and even if Artificial Intelligent (AI) would develop more firms would be no 
necessary to consider how much labor costs are, selecting production place. Though there are some 
perspectives for this theory to take current circumstances’ drastic change into account, it is basic 
internationalization theory and as for Japanese firms traditional manufacturing firms can still be seen, so 
it can be utilized. 
 
2.1.3. Transaction Cost Theory 
 The concept of this theory was created by Coase (1988) in “The Nature of the 
Firm“ published in 1937. Then, Oliver Williamson named it transaction cost. Transaction cost is the 
concept for firm’s behavior regarding the choice of either market transaction or establishing firms. The 
concept explains that in case the cost occurring through market transaction is bigger than the cost relating 
internal transaction within firm, firms are established. It is said that transaction costs through market 
transaction mainly consists of three factors: Search and information costs, Bargaining and decision costs 
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and Policing and enforcement costs. (Kotosaka, 2014) 
 Based on this theory, it can be said that when internal costs within firms increase and exceed 
the transaction cost through market choosing market transaction is better. It supports one of the research 
questions of this thesis that excessive internationalization of Japanese firms would bring about negative 
effect to their performance.  
 
2.1.4. Internalization Theory 
 This theory, conceptualized by Buckley and Casson and Alan M. Rugman etc., is what to 
explain why firms found their subsidiaries or branch in foreign countries. It is because there are merits of 
setting those kinds of organization under their control in local market rather than doing transactions in 
imperfect markets, arising from two reasons: regulations by governments and naturally occurred things. 
Also, one of the topics in this theory is why firms choose setting their subsidiaries in foreign market 
instead of licensing to local firm. It is explained that regarding licensing option, firm are required to 
disclose their intangible assets to local firm which may threat firm’s advantage in local market, and that 
utilizing their own subsidiaries is likely to generate more profits.  (Asakawa, 2003) (Kotosaka, 2014) 
(Nakamura, 2010) 
 It is like an advanced transaction cost theory, focusing on benefits of transactions internally. 
As utilizing firm’s intangibles such as knowledge of businesses or patents is suggested by this theory, 
from the view point of taxation, it raises a big issue, transfer pricing. In some case, benefits generated by 
internal transactions is tending to be recognized in one-side, and then the other side’s profit level is less 
than the profits through transactions under fair market circumstances, resulting in the decrease of 
government’s tax revenue in the other side. Focusing on benefits of internalization, though there are 
some points to utilize, excessive utilization of this situation may cause some trouble mentioned above.  
 
2.1.4. OLI Paradigm Theory 
 This theory is suggested by Dunning, comprehensively explaining FDI investments, 
comprising three advantages: Ownership specific advantages, Location specific advantages and 
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Internalization advantages. The theory explains three points. The first is that ownership specific 
advantage is required for firm to be able to do their businesses in local markets. The second is that 
fulfilling the term mentioned in the first, firm needs to consider entry mode. The last is that locating 
production function in foreign countries needs not only ownership specific advantages but also location 
specific advantages. (Asakawa, 2003) (Kotosaka, 2014) (Nakamura, 2010) 
 From the comprehensive view point of internationalization of firms, several factors 
mentioned in this theory are thought to affect performance of internationalized firms and are utilized for 
setting variables of regression analysis model. 
 
Section 3.  Prior studies 
2.2.1.  Lu, J. W., & Beamish, P. W. (2004) 
This study did empirical study of a new horizontal S-shaped relationship between 
internationalization and performance with Japanese firms figures from 1986-1987. Horizontal S-shaped 
relationship means it consists of three phases. They set the question what is the relationship between 
internationalization and performance, and did the empirical study synthesizing prior research on geographic 
diversification, firm performance and investigating underlying reasons for inconsistent empirical findings on 
this relationship. Figure 1 shows their concept and background of hypothesis. Internationalization is 
measured in the number of oversea countries firms operate in and the number of subsidiaries located in 
foreign countries. Performance is defined as ROA and Tobin’s Q.  
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Figure 1: Multinationality and Performance: A Three-Phase Model 
 
Source: Lu, (2004) 
 
2.2.2.  Contractor, F. J., Kundu, S. K., & Hsu, C. C. (2003) 
 This study suggests a new unified three-stage theory of relationship between degree of 
multinationality and performance with the data of service sector, not limited to U.S. based company. Figure 2 
indicate this study’s hypothesis. Before this study released, the relationship was explained in U-shape or 
inverted U-shape by prior studies. Samples belonging to service industry are allocated into two subgroups: 
capital-intensive sectors and knowledge-based sectors. As for the result, though capital-intensive sectors 
subgroup shows only stage 1 and 2, knowledge-based sectors subgroup supports the hypothesis, a three-stage 
model. Degree of internationalization is measured by sum of three figures: FSTS, number of foreign 
employees to total employees ratio and number of foreign offices to total offices ratio. Performance is 
measured by ROS 
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Figure 2: A three-stage sigmoid (S-shaped) hypothesis 
 
Source: Contractor, (2003) 
 
2.2.3.  Contractor, F. J., Kumar, V., & Kundu, S. K. (2007) 
 This study tested the relationship between international expansion and performance with figures 
of firms in emerging economy, which is India, though prior similar studies focused on firms in advanced 
economies. Also, it tested the difference of relationship between service firms and manufacturing ones. 
Internationalization is defined as FSTS and performance as ROA, ROE and ROS. The result of the 
relationship is a U-shaped curve. There are only two phases because there are few excessive internationalized 
firms in India. As for the result of comparison of industries, the internationalization of Indian manufacturing 
companies is represented by a U-shape while the effects of Indian service firms’ internationalization on 
performance is best captured by a positive sloped straight line, which does not mean that the negative effects 
of first phase were absent or invalid, but service firms in general may be able to shorten and mitigate the 
negative effects of early internationalization and more quickly than manufacturing companies. 
 
2.2.4.  Qian, G., Li, L., Li, J., & Qian, Z. (2008) 
This study examines how regional diversification affects firm performance with the sample of the 
largest US firms. The results indicate that regional diversification has linear and curvilinear effects on firm 
performance. Regional diversification is calculated by entropy method with the number of countries that firm 
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had its subsidiaries in and performance is defined in ROA and ROS. The regional diversification enhances 
firm performance linearly up to a certain point, and then its impact becomes negative. The results also show 
that firms of developed countries maximize their performance when they operate across a moderate number 
of developed regions and a strictly limited number of developing regions. This explains why 
internationalization by most international firms is regional rather than global. 
 
2.2.5.  Qian, G., Khoury, T. A., Peng, M. W., & Qian, Z. (2010)  
This study examined a question "how is performance impacted by the MNE’s level of intra- and 
inter-regional diversification versus the total level of geographic diversification?" with the figures of US 
internationalized firms. Based on the assumption of diversification for both sales-based and subsidiary-based 
measures, it found that performance increases at an increasingly higher rate as firms concentrate more heavily 
on intra-regional diversification. Regarding inter-regional diversification and total geographic diversification, 
it found inverted-U shape relationships between firm performance and the level of geographic diversification. 
Intra- and Inter-diversification is calculated by entropy method with sales or subsidiaries respectively and 
performance is measured in ROA. Figure 3 shows the result of this study. The result of subsidiary-based 
geographic diversification omits because the figure is almost same as Figure 3.  
Figure 3: Sales-based geographic diversiﬁcation versus ROA performance 
 
Source: Qian, (2010) 
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2.2.6.  Chen, S., & Tan, H. (2012)  
This study examined the relationship between internationalization and performance in Chinese 
internationalized firms and tested for the effects of the geographic regions where Chinese firms 
internationalize on their performance. Internationalization is measured in basically FSTS and performance is 
in Tobin’s Q. The results show that the internationalization and performance relationship vary significantly 
depending on whether internationalization takes place within the Greater China region, within Asia or outside 
Asia. Internationalization within the Greater China region had the greatest benefit, the effect remaining 
positive and significant even after considering reverse causality effects. 
 
Section 4.  Discussion 
 Looking at prior theories and studies, this section comprehensively summarizes them and 
organizes the concept for hypothesis and quantitative analysis. Also, one criticism to the prior study’s 
theory is left as well. Regarding the relationship between internationalization and performance, referring 
to prior studies, factors affecting performance can be classified into three categories: 1. Firm-relative 
factors, 2. Industry-relative factors and 3. Location-relative factors. Company sales or size can be 
interpreted as operation years. In case company has long history of operating in oversea market, they 
would have good skill and knowledge to manage business operations, resulting in mitigating effect of 
liability of foreignness (Lu, 2004). Also, service industry and manufacturing industry have difference 
performance result, so industry is one of the important factors affecting performance. Finally, where to 
expand is significant. Qian (2010) indicate that diversifies in intra-region would bring about linear 
benefit. There three categories are explained in another word by Peng (2009), Firm-specific resources 
and capabilities, Industry-based competition and Institutional conditions and transitions, which are 
require considering strategy (Peng, 2009).  
 Taking OLI Paradigm theory into account, above written three categorized factors affects OLI 
advantages described in Table 1. Like this, each factor affects competitive advantages comprising OLI 
Paradigm.  
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Table 1: Correspondence analysis of OLI paraddigm theory and factors  
  OLI Paradigm 
  Ownership specific 
advantages, 
Location specific 
advantages 
Internalization 
advantages 
Three categories 
affecting 
performance of 
internationalized 
firm 
Firm-specific factors ✔  ✔ 
Industry-specific factors ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Location-specific factors 
 ✔  
Source: Author 
 Regarding the S-shape relationship (Lu, 2004 and Contractor, 2003), background of S-shape 
is explained by three concepts, Liability of foreignness/newness, Coordination costs and Total benefit of 
internationalization. As for Liability of foreignness/newness Lu (2004) indicates as below: 
“When making a foreign investment, a firm’s managers contend with many challenges related to a new 
operation, such as purchasing and installing facilities, staffing, and establishing internal management 
systems and external business networks.These challenges can put a new subsidiary in a disadvantageous 
position, as compared to an established firm in the target market, and can decrease its competitiveness.” 
Coordination costs are information sharing, negotiation and regulation compliances etc. (Lu, 2004), and 
escalating as markets are dispersed (Contractor, 2003). Regarding Total benefit of internationalization, 
Lu (2004) mentioned as below: 
 
"Total benefits from internationalization, as predicted from either an exploitation or an exploration 
perspective". 
 
From the view point of OLI Paradigm Theory, it is thought that advantages contained in the theory 
affects three concepts as written in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Correspondence analysis of OLI paraddigm theory and concepts  
  OLI Paradigm 
  Ownership specific 
advantages, 
Location specific 
advantages 
Internalization 
advantages 
Concepts 
affecting 
performance of 
internationalized 
firms 
Liability of 
foreinness/newness  
✔ ✔ ✔ 
Coordination costs ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Total benefit of 
internationalizaiton 
 ✔  
Source: Author 
 Regarding Table 2, location specific advantages affect all the three concepts, it is the most 
important. Also, industry-specific factors and location-specific factors, both being extracted from prior 
studies, have relationship with location specific advantages of OLI Paradigm. In conclusion, where to 
expand is the most important factor and the effect of it should also be confirmed through quantitative 
analysis.   
 As for S-shape model’s theoretical background, as Figure 1 shows, performance is affected 
by three concepts written in Table 2, one of which, coordination costs, means internalizing costs in 
transaction theory. The theoretical background omits the consideration of transaction costs. It is assumed 
that Lu measured internationalization by the number of countries and subsidiaries in foreign countries, 
which are the indicators measured after firm’s internalization, so they would intentionally omit the effect 
of transaction cost. In other words, this model is based only on internalization costs perspective rather 
than transaction costs or mixed costs. However, as Vernon explained, firm’s internationalization is not 
done abruptly by FDI, but generally step by step from export and then FDI (licensing is also another 
option) (Charls, 2013). Confirming the relationship between internationalization and performance, the 
questions is what indicator is appropriate for internationalization. Since foreign sales are expected as an 
indicator reflecting how firms internationalize through export and FDI, it is thought that foreign sales are 
a better indicator. At that time, another question occurred is what shape the relationship would be. 
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Nevertheless, the answer is simple, that the relationship would be the same as S-shape. The background 
of it is explained from the view point of transactions cost theory. It explains firm’s choice of transaction 
done externally through markets or internally within firm, and does which costs is bigger decides the 
choice, but in practical business operation that is not simple nor statistic. In most case, firms utilize 
export and sales through subsidiaries in foreign countries, and adjust the ratio of them, considering 
environmental change. Based on this idea, a total costs relationship comprising internalizing costs and 
transaction costs is depicted as Figure 4, which is created referring to Yasuda (2016). 
 
Figure 4: Theoretical analysis of internlization costs and transaction costs 
 
Source: Author 
 Optimal point firm owes smallest costs is set in center. On an assumption that transaction 
volume keeps at a certain degree, to a greater or less extent, firms owe certain level of total costs. It 
means that if firms choose transactions in export instead of ones through their subsidiaries, transaction 
costs increase, and internalizing costs decrease, keeping total costs at the same level in a certain range. 
On the other hand, from the view point of internalization theory, the more market transaction increase, 
the less benefits of internalized company enjoy. It means that Total benefits of internationalization, one of 
the three concepts of prior study, diminish. Hence, if definition of internationalization expands from the 
number of countries and oversea subsidiaries to foreign sales, the relationship between 
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internationalization and performance would be the same as S-shape, partly because total costs of 
transaction costs and internalizing costs, explained as coordination costs in the prior study, keeps at a 
certain level, and partly because base of total benefits of internationalization decrease due to less 
internalization benefits. This idea is shown in Table 3, which becomes basis of hypothesis for 
quantitative analysis.  
Table 3: Comparison of contents for each concepts affecting internationalized firms’ performance 
 Lu, J. W., & Beamish, P. W. (2004) Author 
Internationalizaiton 
definition 
The number of countries and 
subsidiaries 
FSTS 
Liability of 
foreignness/newness 
Many challenges occurred in 
organization newly found or in one 
under foreign circumstances 
Same 
Coordination costs Internalizing costs from transaction 
costs theory 
Total of internalizing costs and 
transaction costs from transaction 
costs theory 
Total benefits of 
internationalizaiton 
Benefits from an exploitation or an 
exploration 
Same, but level of it is lower as 
exports suffer from imperfect market 
effects from the view point of 
internalization theory 
Net gains from 
internationalizaiton 
S-shape S-shape but entirely lower level 
because of the decrease of total 
benefits of internationalization 
Source: Author 
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Chapter 3.  Japanese firms’ internationalization situation 
Section 1.  Introduction 
 This chapter reviews the internationalization of Japanese firms focusing on export and FDI, 
cross-border M&A and difficulties they face. Before stepping into Japanese firms’ specific situation, briefly 
summarizes general business globalization circumstances. Hirano (2017) mentions as below: 
“After World War Two, globalization scheme was comparatively simple because main player was Japan, U.S. 
and Europe and it is enough for them to do businesses through export and localizing with businesses they are 
respectively good at. However, expanding businesses in developing countries made it complicated which is 
expanding the supply chain due to utilizing low cost labor. Because of that, regarding production, rather than 
setting up their subsidiaries in each country, new business model specializing at production occur. This model 
increased in semiconductor industry. On the other hand, new business model that company has no 
production function like Apple, occur. As written above, supply chain expansion and value chain unbundling 
affect 21 century’s firm strategy.”  
Japanese firms are also significantly affected by these changes and face the pressure of changing 
their business in an agile manner. Daily business operation and industry restructuring have been done in a 
global basis, whose changing speed is earlier than ever. Under such circumstances, M&A is one of the good 
ways to have firms restructure their business model or value chain through selling or buying businesses or 
functions as components, not a whole firm. It is assumed that due to the background the number of M&A 
increase stably. From next section, circumstances of Japanese firms’ internationalization are analyzed.  
 
Section 2.  Export and FDI 
 First, this section looks at the summary of Japanese firms’ expansion in oversea market. 
Generally, first step of oversea expansion is considered as exporting merchandises produced in home-country 
and then firms try to set their subsidiaries, form Joint-Venture with any other local firms or merge or acquire 
companies which have already operated in local market. Figure 5 shows Japan’s trade trend. Export and 
Import amount has gradually increased respectively. Japan has long years with the result of Net export surplus, 
but the biggest Net export surplus is 14,097 billion JPY in 1986, highly contributed to GDP growth then, and 
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Net export deficit existed in the consecutive five years since 2011.  
Figure 5: Japan’s trade trend 
 
Source: Created by author with System of National Accounts, Cabinet office, Government of Japan, 2016 
 
 Figure 6 indicates Net export and Exchange rate (USD/JPY) trend. Before 2011, JPY had become 
very strong, the reason of which is uncertain economic situation in EU and U. S. due to the bankruptcy of 
Lehman brothers. Japanese firms suffered from the consecutive strong JPY, decreasing income through 
importing manufactured goods. Then, Japanese firms came to set their subsidiaries in foreign countries to do 
businesses directly to foreign local customers without currency exchange rate fluctuation effects. Though 
some other reasons such as utilizing low labor cost etc. can be seen for increased FDI, it is true that the strong 
JPY was one of the reasons for it. Because of that, instead of exporting manufactured goods, they came to do 
the businesses through their subsidiaries located in foreign countries and then Net exports became deficit.  
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Figure 6: Net exports and Exchange rate trend 
 
Source: Created by author with historical exchange rate by Mizuho bank and System of National Accounts, 
Cabinet office, Government of Japan, 2016 
 
As mentioned above, Japanese firms have tried to set their subsidiaries rapidly in recent years. 
Figure 7 indicates rapid increase of the number of Japanese firms in foreign countries in 5 years. There were 
16,370 firms in 2006 and 25,233 firms in 2015, which means in 10 years the number of firms increased by 
154%. Especially, in 5 years, 5,983 firms increased. Most of that was in Asia-region.  
Figure 7: Number of Japanese firms in each region trend 
 
Source: Created by author with oversea business activity survey, Ministry of Economy  
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 Figure 8 shows Net export and Primary income trend. Primary income mainly consists of 
interests and dividends etc. from subsidiaries invested by Japanese parent companies or securities in foreign 
countries. Primary income has been gradually increased. It is related to the increase of the number of Japanese 
firms located in foreign countries. Even though Net exports has decreased or been in deficit in recent years, 
from the view point of Japan’s balance of payment, instead the increase of primary income contributes to it.  
Figure 8: Net exports and Primary income trend 
 
Source: Created by author with Japan's Balance of Payments, Ministry of Finance, Japan 
 
 Figure 9 suggests how Japanese firms’ internationalization is going from the sales and production 
perspectives. Japan has a competitive manufacturing industry. Highly internationalized firms mainly belong 
to manufacturing industry. There are some differences of tendency among each segment of manufacturing 
industry, but considering the result that overseas sales ratio and oversea production ratio seemingly increase in 
a same pace, the figure suggests that oversea transactions, production in oversea and sales in oversea through 
Japanese firms’ subsidiaries in foreign countries, increase.   
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Figure 9: Ratios of Overseas Production, Overseas Sales and Overseas Income 
 
Source: Survey Report on Overseas Business Operations by Japanese Manufacturing Companies, JBIC, 2017 
 
 Seeing Figure 10, the increase of the number of oversea affiliates mostly come from sales and 
production companies. In China, the number of decrease is bigger than the increase, but in ASEAN 10 the 
number of increase is bigger than the decrease. It indicates that Japanese firms keep rapid business expansion 
in Asia-region, including the meaning of restructuring.  
Figure 10: Increase/decrease in the Number of Overseas Affiliates（During FY2016） 
 
Source: Survey Report on Overseas Business Operations by Japanese Manufacturing Companies, JBIC, 2017 
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 Figure 11 shows that almost 100% firms agree on maintaining present level of oversea business 
or strengthening it, though ratio of strengthening it decreases little by little. It means that the significance of 
oversea business for Japanese firms remains and in the next three years it would not change.  
Figure 11: Mid-term(about three years) oversea business outlook 
  
Source: Survey Report on Overseas Business Operations by Japanese Manufacturing Companies, JBIC, 2017 
 
 Figure 12 shows the trend of promising countries/region. There are three points to pick-up. Firstly, 
the survey keeps very high ratio for Asian countries in total. Since the beginning of the survey, China had 
gotten a high expectation, but because of recent trouble Japanese firms in China suffered from difficulties in 
operating businesses there, resulting in decreasing the ratio for China. However, in contrast Japanese firms 
expect high growth in India and Indonesia. Thailand is stably expected well, and Philippine, Vietnam and 
even Myanmar are expected to be promising business expansion. The second is the decrease of U.S. ratio. 
The last is the increase of countries part of Latin America’s ratio.  
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Figure 12: Promising Countries/Regions for Overseas Business over the Medium-term (next 3 yrs. or so): 
Percentage Shares BRICs 
 
Source: Survey Report on Overseas Business Operations by Japanese Manufacturing Companies, JBIC, 2017 
 
 As mentioned in Figure 7 and 10, Japanese firms especially expand their business in Asia-region 
and expect future growth of the region as well. However, briefly looking at the trend of sales and Return on 
Sales ratio so far, sales are growing but ROS is a little bit decreasing.  
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Figure 13: Japanese firms in Asia-region Sales and ROS trend 
 
Source: Created by author with oversea business activity survey, Ministry of Economy  
 
 From the view point of internationalization of Japanese firms, they firstly expanded their business 
through exporting their manufactured goods then focused on FDI more and more. Especially, in recent years, 
they have rapidly boosted FDI as mentioned in Figure 8 and 9. However, their intensive investments have 
been done in Asia, where Japanese firms subsidiaries’ sales is growing but return is not enough yet.   
  
Section 3.  Cross-border M&A 
 This section shows the circumstances cross-border M&A which is recognized as one of the 
important feature of internationalization of Japanese firms, first, looking at trend of the number of M&A and 
transaction amount. IN-IN means both acquiring company and target company is Japanese company. 
IN-OUT means acquiring company is Japanese company and target company is non-Japanese company. 
OUT-IN means acquiring company is non-Japanese company and target company is Japanese company. 
Seeing Figure 14, IN-IN transactions contribute the total number growth, but based on the contents in Figure 
15, IN-OUT accounts for the biggest part in three classifications. It means that average transaction amount of 
IN-OUT is enormously larger than one of IN-IN. In 2015 and 2016, the transaction amount of IN-OUT 
reached to about 10 trillion JPY. As for the number of the M&A involving Japanese firms, referring to the 
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Nihon Keizai Shimbun (December 28, 2017), it has reached over 3,000 in 2017, which is the largest number 
than ever. This truly means how Japanese firms have intensively done M&A in recent years. 
 
Figure 14: Trend of the number of M&A involving Japanese firms 
 
Source: Recofdata.Inc homepage 
Figure 15: Trend of the transaction amounts of M&A involving Japanese firms 
 (Unit:100 million JPY) 
 
Source: Recofdata.Inc homepage 
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 Table 4 is the list of large transactions in 2016. Sum of the transaction amounts in the list accounts 
for the large part of IN-IN amounts of 2016 in Figure 15. Companies not only in Manufacturing industry but 
also in Financial, Phamaceautical, Healthcare and Foods etc. are listed in Table 4. It means that M&A is 
commonly adopted strategy of Japanese firms overall.  
Table 4: M&A transaction lists closed in 2016 sorted by enterprise value 
Disclosed data Acquiring company Target company Enterprise Value 
(10 billion JPY) 
July 18, 2016 Softbank Group Arm Holdings 3,323 
December 13, 2016 Asahi Group HD SAB miller and group 
companies 
877 
October 5, 2016 SOMPO HD Endurance Specialty HD 639 
January 10, 2017 Takeda Pharmaceuticals Ariad Pharmaceuticals 628 
July 22, 2016 Komatsu Joy Global 389 
February 16, 2017 Softbank Group Fortress Investment Group 375 
December 20, 2016 Sumitomo Mitsui 
Financial group 
American Railcar Leasing 329 
September 13, 2016 Renesas Electronics Intersil 323 
December 22, 2016 TDK InvenSense 158 
October 28, 2016 Astellas Pharma Ganymed 146 
March 24, 2017 Toyota Industries Corp. Vanderlande Industries 
Holding 
140 
August 3, 2016 Nidec Corp. Emerson Electric 122 
December 17, 2016 Softbank Group Oneweb 118 
October 19, 2016 Terumo St. Jude Medical Japan 116 
Source: Evaluation of In-out M&A by Japanese firms, Mizuho Securities.co, 2017 
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Table 5 is the information of planned investment amounts for M&A disclosed through Nihon 
Keizai Shimbun etc. Besides the judge of whether firstly investment amounts are decided without tangible 
acquiring plan, several firms are strongly eager to do M&A even if the transaction is accompanied with very 
large amounts.  
Table 5: Disclosed planned investment amount for M&A 
Company Planned term Planned amount  
(10 billion JPY) 
Fuji Film HD 3 years 500 
Teijin 3 years 300 
Kaneka 3 years 200 
Sekisui Chemical 3 years 130 
Rizap Group 1 year 35 
OKI 3 years 55 
Sakata Inx 3 years 10 
Source: Listed by author with news clips of Nihon Keizai Shimbun in 2016, Nikkei Inc.  
 
Section 4.  Internationalization difficulties 
 Although Japanese firms have recently been aggressively expanding their businesses as 
mentioned in section 2 and 3, it sometimes brings about not only benefits but also troublesome situation 
which might make them suffer from significant loss or critical damage to their entire businesses. This section 
sees such cases Japanese firms have faced recently. It is difficult to decide success or fail for M&A because it 
affects acquiring company for long time and it is not sure when the benefit would be brought in, so this time 
instead of author’s judgment of success or fail simply the list provided by Mizuho Securities is cited and 
interpreted in Table 6.   
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Table 6: Case study of failed M&A 
Fims Detail 
Kirin HD  
In 2011, the company acquired drink manufacturing company in Brazil by about 
300 billion JPY, but in 2015 it recognized about 110 B JPY impairment loss, 
which resulted in net loss of group PL  
Renown 
In 1990, the Aquascutum of the United Kingdom was acquired at about 19 billion 
yen, but the slump in western operations continued, and in 2004-8 in the fifth 
consecutive year, the company suffered from the deficit. Finally, it was sold to 
United Kingdom Investment Fund in 2009. 
Daiichisannkyo  
In 2008, the company acquired the India's late-leading drug giant Ranbaxy for 
about 500 billion yen, but amortized its goodwill for 354 billion yen in fiscal 
2008, and sold it in 2014. 
JXTG 
Japan mining industry acquired copper foil production company, Gould, 
located in United States at about 180 billion yen in 1988, but Gould was 
liquidated in 1994, and Japan energy at that time recorded an extraordinary loss 
of 91.2 billion yen. 
Nippon Sheet Glass   
In 2006, they acquired Pilkington, British company, bigger than them, but due to 
amortization of goodwill and interests for debt they suffered from net loss 6 times 
in 10 years by 20015. 
Furukawa Electric 
In 2000, they acquired Lucent, US company, at 264 billion yen, but in 2002 they 
recorded 151.1 billion extraordinary losses and in 2003 recognized 166.4 billion 
JPY impairment losses.  
Japan Post 
In 2015, at 620 billion JPY the company acquired Toll, Australian company; it 
recognized 400 billion JPY impairment losses in 2016. Because of that, it was 
28.9 net losses.  
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Toshiba 
In 2008, the company acquired US nuclear company, Westinghouse, at 640 
billion JPY, but in 2016 it recognized impairment loss, which causes the critical 
damage to it. 
NEC 
In 1995, the company acquired US personal computer company, Packard Bell, at 
1.7 billion USD, but in 1998 it recognized 238.4 billion JPY extraordinary losses.  
Fujitsu 
In 1990, the company acquired British computer production company, ICL,at 
about 190 billion JPY, in 1996, recognized about 290 losses on valuation of 
investments in capital. 
Panasonic 
In 1991, the company acquired MCA at about 970 billion JPY, but in 1995 it 
sold at 600 billion JPY, resulting in net loss. 
Ricoh  
In 2008, the company acquired IKON office solutions at about 170 billion JPY, 
but in 2011 it recognized 40 billion JPY impairment losses. 
Mitsubishi Estate  In 1990, the company acquired Rockefeller Center International at about 240 billion 
JPY, but in 1995 it recognized 102.6 billion JPY extraordinary losses through selling. 
NTT  In 2000, the company acquired the US telecommunication company, Verio, at about 
615 billion JPY with 561 billion JPY goodwill, but it recognized 446.9 billion JPY in 
2001 and 30.1 billion JPY in 2002 impairment loss respectively. 
NTT Docomo In 2001, the company acquired tracking stock relating to operating results of AT&T 
mobile businesses at 1.1 trillion JPY, but it recognized impairment loss: 505.6 billion 
JPY in 2001 and 284.1 billion JPY in 2002.  
Source: Evaluation of In-out M&A by Japanese firms, Mizuho Securities.Inc, 2017 
 
Section 5.  Discussion  
 This chapter reviewed Japanese firms’ internationalization situation. Under the circumstances that 
businesses are surrounded by more and more complicated environment, where firms are required to consider 
so much things for example alignment of resource and environment as global basis, Japanese firms 
historically expand their businesses in oversea markets through export and FDI. In these years, the number of 
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M&A transactions and the amount of it has been highly boosting. Based on the situation M&A is inevitable 
choice of expansion in oversea market quickly. About 10 trillion JPY is used for IN-OUT M&A in a year (It is 
understood that the transaction is done not only by cash but also by stock without cash-out.). M&A market 
itself is also a sole big size.  
 From the view point of region in the world where Japanese firms intensively invest or try to 
expand their businesses, Asia is the very region that Japanese firms have been growing their businesses. 
Though the number of the firms rapidly increases, it seems to take much more time for enough increase of 
sales and return. ROS is a little bit decreasing yearly.  
 As discussed in this chapter, Japanese firms aggressively expand internationalization through 
several ways, but the negative effects brought as the result of that sometimes become critical to the entire firm. 
Goodwill and other intangible assets generated through M&A with premium are likely to become large, 
which have a potential to cause firms to recognize significant loss. From the accounting and finance 
perspective here adds the explanation of nature of goodwill and other intangible assets, and relationship 
between firms and them. These are just like an adjustment of accounting basis and cannon be sold to other 
company with the amount as it is because it is accompanied with no actual value excluding other intangible 
assets like patents or something like that which can be evaluated as fair market value. Under Japanese 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principal (JGAAP), the treatment of goodwill is designated to amortize in 
certain years less than 20 years as straight-line basis. On the other hand, International Financial Accounting 
Standards (IFRS) doesn’t allow company to do so. Also, US Generally Accepted Accounting Standards 
(USGAAP) doesn’t do that basically (In some case regular amortization is accepted). Because of this 
difference of amortization for goodwill among three accounting standards, a part of firms which are eager to 
do M&A and recognize goodwill heavily are likely to change their accounting standards from JGAAP to 
IFRS to avoid periodical amortization which negatively affects operating income and ordinary income. 
Japanese firms usually disclose their operating income as Key Performance Indicator (KPI), so it is critical to 
them that large amount of periodical amortization of goodwill occur. As for Impairment loss, it occurs when 
acquired businesses or company meet certain terms such as undiscounted future cash flow less than book 
value of goodwill or other intangible assets. In another word, the more goodwill become, the more the 
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possibility of recognizing impairment loss increases. Considering recent Japanese firms’ M&A situation, the 
important point is goodwill amounts are directly related to purchase price. Figure 15 indicates that the 
transaction amount of each IN-OUT M&A is so large. Large purchase amount is generally because of large 
premium amounts. In some case, M&A having the biting process, being likely to increase purchase amounts, 
it is difficult to avoid high price. Premium is regarded as cash flow, including additional cash flow generated 
by synergy effect between acquiring company’s existing businesses and target’s, acquired in the future after 
acquisition. In most cases, it contributes larger goodwill.  
 Aggressively doing M&A is seemingly very dynamic and would be promising future 
discontinuous rapid growth. However, it comprises both perspectives: benefits and risks. As explained in 
Table 6, several firms have suffered from difficulties by the result of M&A. Japanese firms’ 
internationalization utilizing cross border M&A would have the potential of both incredible expansion and 
tragic crisis.   
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Chapter 4.  Relationship between Internationalization and Performance 
Section 1.  Hypothesis 
Here this chapter explains a detail of quantitative analysis which includes Hypothesis, Research 
design, Results and Discussion. First, reviewing information mentioned in above chapters, hypotheses are 
developed. The first research questions of this thesis is that excessive internationalization would bring about 
negative effect on Japanese firms' performance. This is separated into two: what kind of general relationship 
is seen between Japanese firms’ internationalization and performance, and the increase of the ratio of sales to 
Asia region would also give the negative effect to the firms. Confirming prior studies, one of the studies with 
the sample of Japanese firms shows the result that there is a horizontal S-shape relationship between 
internationalization and performance. (Contractor, 2003) (Lu, 2004) However, Lu (2004) set the degree of 
internationalization with the figures calculated by compounded figure of the number of oversea countries 
Japanese firms found their subsidiaries in and the number of oversea group subsidiaries Japanese firms set. 
Also, this study used samples data from 1986 to 1997, which is comparatively old information and collapse of 
bubble economy might affect the results. Though some differences between the prior study and the purpose of 
this thesis can be seen, this is one of the most fruitful prior studies giving us implications which can be utilized 
in setting hypothesis. Also, from the view point of other prior studies, as mentioned in Table 3, S-shape 
relationship are explained in several prior studies, where factors affecting performance are mainly considered 
as "Liability of foreignness", "Liability of newness", "Coordination costs" and "Benefits of 
internationalization". In the first phase, because of little benefit of internationalization and comparatively 
bigger costs relating to liability of foreignness and newness, performance suffers from net loss. In the second 
phase, firms can benefit from internationalization in expanding their businesses, overcoming the costs. As the 
result, totally performance improves. Finally, in the third phase, firms are in excessive internationalization. 
Due to increase of coordination cost, performance again is deteriorated.  
In several prior studies, internationalization is calculated by figures such as foreign sales to total 
sales, foreign employee to total employee, number of foreign countries firms have subsidiaries in, and 
number of foreign subsidiaries to total of subsidiaries etc. Some studies utilize not one figure but a calculated 
indicator with two or three figures. Even though there is above matter, in this thesis, internationalization is 
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defined as "Foreign sales to total sales (FSTS)". The reason is partly because as seen in Table 3, if transaction 
cost occurring through exports is included in coordination costs, it would be little difference between 
FSTS and another locational indicator, and partly because several prior studies regarding the relationship 
between internationalization and performance adopts FSTS as the indicator of internationalization, and partly 
because regional sales is one of the items to be disclosed due to the requirement of the accounting standards in 
Japan, and foreign sales is easily calculated. On the other hand, performance is measured in both ROS and 
ROA. Effects of internationalization is not limited to ordinal business operations including factors such as 
sales, cost of goods sold and selling, general and administration cost, but also containing several factors 
related to finance and taxes. Therefore, lastly retained return in a firm is ideal. However, as firm size broadly 
ranges even though samples are limited to listed firms, ratio is proper indicator so as to avoid effects of the 
size difference. From the view point of prior studies, they mainly adopt ROA, ROS, ROE and Tobin's Q. 
ROE depends on amount of equity. Firms choose equity finance or debt finance for their investment or for 
daily cash flow, but this choice is depended on each company policy and debt market situation. Tobin's Q, 
calculated total market value of the firm divided by total assets value, is heavily depended on market situation. 
Judging from the fact that the purpose of this thesis is to simply confirm the relationship, ROE and Tobin's Q 
are not proper indicators. Hence, ROA and ROS are adopted and defined as performance.  
 
Hypothesis 1 The relationship of Japanese firms between performance measured in ROA and ROS, and 
internationalization measured in foreign sales to total sales ratio is horizontal S-shape, which is consists of 
three stages. Firstly, performance decreases and then increases at a certain point of internationalization. 
Finally, it decreases.  
 
The other hypothesis is relationship between performance and internationalization in a specific 
region containing the country where head quarter of the firm locate, which is, in this thesis, Asia region. We 
can see some prior studies saying that truly global firms are limited and most of the firms internationalized 
expand their business in neighbor region. In case considering Japanese firms, it is Asia region (Rugman, 
2004) Also, there is the study which says that internationalization in such region generates linearly positive 
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effects on performance (Qian, 2010). However, Figure13 shows continuous decrease of performance in Asia 
region in years. Due to the issue arising between Japan and China, generally subsidiaries of Japanese firms 
located in China suffered from difficulties and some of them liquidated or exited from the market. Also, the 
prior study's sample is U.S. based firms. The maturity of economy and social systems related to operating 
businesses in both U.S. and Canada is seemingly approximate. On the other hand, in Asia, there remain 
several developing countries whose systems are also developing. Existence of gap is assumed between Japan 
and other Asian countries. It is bigger than the one between U.S. and other countries in Americas. In the less 
matured market, firms from advanced countries are likely to suffer from difficulties (Isobe, 2010). 
 
Hypothesis 2 The relationship of Japanese firms between performance and the ratio of sales to Asia region is 
negatively linear. In another word, the more the ratio of sales to Asia region increase, the more performance 
suffers from negative effects. 
 
Section 2.  Research design 
4.2.1.  Database and Samples 
 To examine above two hypotheses, several information of Japanese firms is acquired and then 
regression analysis is done. Samples are only Japanese firms, so Nikkei Needs Financial QUEST, provided 
by NIKKEI Inc., Japanese based company, is most appropriate for acquiring information rather than other 
databases such as COMPUSTAT. Though through this database most of the firm’s information is available, 
due to lacking sales amount to specific countries or regions, OSIRIS, provided by Bureau Van Dijk, is also 
partly used. Sample information whose closing month fall into from 2012 to 2016 are acquired, the period 
background of which is because of avoiding effects of bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers occurred in 2008, 
change of Japanese accounting standards for firm’s segment information in 2010, and the purpose 
investigating recent tendency as much as possible. Samples are listed companies on stock exchange 
excluding ones in Financial and Real estate industries referring to prior studies (Lu, 2004) and firms without 
foreign sales to total sales ratio. In conclusion, number of firms is 1,254 and total observation is 5,776. 
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4.2.2.  Variables 
Variables mainly consist of four categories. The first is dependent variables. As mentioned in 
Hypothesis, this thesis adopts ROS and ROA as dependent variables. The other categories are independent 
variables which are considered to affect dependent variables. Referring prior theories and studies, 
independent variables can be classified into three factors, Firm-relevant, Industry-relevant and 
Region/Country-relevant. As for Firm-relevant factors, Total assets, Total sales and Company age are 
included. The information is simply acquired from Nikkei Needs Financial Quest. As for Industry-specific 
factors, industry dummies consisting of 27 classifications provided by Japan Exchange Group Inc., which is 
the administrator of Tokyo Stock Exchange. As Region/Country-relevant factors, foreign sales to total sales 
ratio, Asia sales ratio, Americas sales ratio, Europe sales ratio Africa sales ratio and Others sales ratio are 
contained. Foreign sales to total sales ratio is simply cited from the database. However, other ratios are 
manually calculated with figures of sales to certain region or countries with information obtained from 
OSIRIS which is classified to each region. Sales to Oceania region are included in sales to Asia region, and 
sales to Middle East region is done in sales to Africa. Total assets and Sales are logarithmically transformed 
(Lu, 2004).  
 
4.2.3.  Modeling  
 Two groups and four models in total are developed for testing two hypotheses. The first group is 
for testing Hypothesis1. Model 1 set dependent variable as ROS and Model 3 does it as ROA. The difference 
between two models is Total Assets and Sales variables. Sales are used for calculation of ROS, which is set as 
dependent variable in Model 1, so instead of it Total Assets is contained for controlling of Firm-specific factor. 
On the other hand, Model 2 adopts ROA as dependent variable. Total Assets is used for calculation of ROA, 
so instead of it, Sales is contained. ID stands for Industry Dummy, total of which is 27 dummies. Hypothesis 1 
is for clarifying the relationship between internationalization and performance. That is expected as horizontal 
S-shape in Hypothesis 1, so FSTS squared and FSTS cubed are also included as independent variable in 
model 1 and 3. Since addressing panel data, this analysis uses generalized least squares (GLS) random-effect 
model. Though the result of Hausman test shows fixed-effect is better, for controlling industry dummy effects 
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in models and conclusion of hypothesis is the same between random-effect and fixed-effect, random-effect is 
adopted. For reference purpose, the result of fixed-effect is shown on Appendix. Regression analysis is 
carried out through Stata . 
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The second group is for testing Hypothesis2. As group 1, it has two models respectively with ROS 
and ROA as dependent variable. The difference of both is the same as mentioned in the explanation of 
difference of two models in group 1. This group contains sales to each region ratios instead of FSTS. 
Especially, AsiaSalesRatio is used for confirmation of Hypothesis 2.  
 
Model 2 
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Section 3.  Results 
 Summary and correlation of variables are in Table 7 and 8. Results of four models are in Table 9. 
Regarding correlation of each variable, there are no strong correlation among variables which may affect 
result of analysis, excluding correlation among variables created from close information, for example FSTS, 
FSTS squared, FSTS cubed, Asia sales ratio, Americas sales ratio and Europe sales ratio, or indicating same 
factors, firm’s business size Sales and Total assets. Depending on the models, those variables having strong 
correlation are excluded or included. Model 1 and 3 include FSTS, FSTS squared and FSTS cubed, but 
exclude Asia sales ratio, Americas sales ratio and Europe sales ratio. Like this, Model 2 and 4 include Asia 
sales ratio, Americas sales ratio and Europe sales ratio, but exclude FSTS, FSTS squared and FSTS cubed.  
 Hypothesis 1 is tested with Model 1 and Model 3. These models include variables measuring 
the relationship between internationalization and performance. This relationship is suggested by the 
result of FSTS, FSTS squared and FSTS cubed. As for Model 1, whose dependent variable is ROS, 
FSTS indicates negative, FSTS squired does positive and FSTS cubed does negative, and all of three 
variables are significant from statistical analysis. This means as FSTS increase ROS shows horizontal 
S-shape, comprising three phases. On the other hand, looking at Model 3, having dependent variable as 
ROA, FSTS indicates negative, FSTS squired does positive and FSTS cubed does negative, and all of 
three variables are significant from statistical analysis as well. It also means that S-shape relationship is 
confirmed. Judging from the result of Model 1 and 3, Hypothesis 1 is supported.  
 Next, using Model 2 and 4, Hypothesis 2 is tested. The confirmation of whether the 
hypothesis is supported is simply confirmed by the result of Asia sales ratio variable. If it shows negative 
effect, hypothesis is supported. Asia sales ratio variable in Model 2 setting dependent variable as ROS 
indicates negative effect, and one in Model 4 setting dependent variable ROA does negative effects as 
well. Both variables are significant. Considering above, Hypothesis 2 is supported.  
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Table 9: Results of panel data analysis Chapter 4 
Independent variables
Intercept -1.167 -3.121 † -0.115 ** -0.125 **
Total Assets logarithm 0.163 * 0.211 **
Sales logarithm 0.011 ** 0.010 **
Exchange rate 0.006 0.003 0.000 ** 0.000 **
Company age 0.007 0.009 -0.000 -0.000 †
ID1 0.360 1.042 0.006 0.005
ID2 0.288 0.992 0.031 0.028
ID3 0.606 0.955 0.025 0.022
ID4 0.513 0.911 0.024 0.019
ID5 0.184 0.345 -0.001 -0.004
ID6 -4.581 ** -4.687 ** -0.022 -0.022
ID7 0.540 0.913 0.013 0.011
ID8 0.396 0.913 0.023 0.020
ID9 0.116 1.308 -0.005 -0.007
ID10 0.720 1.169 0.028 0.025
ID11 0.520 0.752 0.024 0.021
ID12 0.011 0.733 0.019 0.022
ID13 0.196 0.474 -0.005 -0.003
ID14 0.225 0.509 0.003 -0.007
ID15 0.444 0.871 0.026 0.025
ID16 0.869 1.237 0.027 0.023
ID17 0.012 0.394 0.010 0.010
ID18 0.255 0.357 -0.003 -0.011
ID19 0.304 0.843 0.010 0.008
ID20 0.266 0.321 -0.027 -0.027
ID21 0.472 0.574 0.014 0.009
ID22 0.586 0.681 0.018 0.016
ID23 0.341 0.598 -0.009 -0.010
ID24 0.055 -0.052 -0.030 -0.031
ID25 0.793 1.068 0.012 0.009
ID26 0.282 0.642 0.006 0.001
ID27 0.691 1.071 0.013 0.009
FSTS -22.977 ** -0.170 **
FSTS squared 66.532 ** 0.308 **
FSTS cubed -54.406 ** -0.163 *
Asia sales ratio -2.145 ** -0.017 *
Americas sales ratio -0.907 0.007
Europe sales ratio -0.768 0.008
Africa sales ratio -1.584 0.028
Others sales ratio -5.457 ** -0.038 **
R squared within 0.010 0.017 0.043 0.039
R squared between 0.103 0.074 0.086 0.099
R squared overall 0.028 0.023 0.058 0.064
Wald χ2 161.370 ** 129.790 ** 272.690 ** 285.330 **
**P<0.01, *P<0.05, †P<0.1
ROS ROA
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
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Section 4.  Discussion 
 Based on the results that hypothesis 1 is supported, though tangibly it is not tested, it infers 
that the expanded background theory taking prior study into account for S-shape relationship exists. 
Hopefully, tangible testing of the expanded theory is to be done.  
 Regarding hypothesis 2 supported by the result, additional analyses for the background of 
performance decrease in increasing of Asia sales ratio are done. Firstly, trend of exports to Asia and sales 
in Asia through subsidiaries are confirmed for deep analysis. As Figure 16 shows, looking 10 years trend, 
exports amount is seemingly stable and has no big change.  
Figure 16: Exports from Japan to Asia/Oceania trend 
 
Source: Created by author with exports to Asia and Oceania trend data, Trade Statistics of Japan, 2016 
 
 Next, though sales trend is indicated in Figure 13, as Figure 6 show, exchange rate of 
JPY/USD has drastically become weaker. Due to the reason that sales in subsidiaries are generally 
reported after exchange from local currency to JPY, this exchange rate fluctuation is expected to strongly 
affect the sales, so based on 2010 exchange rate sales normalized sales are shown in Figure 17. Seeing it, 
though Figure 13 indicates increase of sales in Asia, sales in local seems to have not increased so much.  
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Figure 17: Japanese firms in Asia-region normalized Sales and ROS trend 
 
Source: Created by author with historical exchange rate by Mizuho bank and System of National Accounts, 
Cabinet office, Government of Japan, 2016 and Oversea business activity survey, Ministry of Economy  
 
 Next, it is getting regional sales and operating income information from the database named 
OSIRIS, confirmation of how firm’s operating income ratio (OP ratio) is going from 2010 to 2015 is 
done. Though samples are only 209 firms, as shown in Figure 17, it is found that 52%, 109 firms, of the 
total samples has a tendency to decrease OP ratio. Seeing such samples, there are 33 firms belonging to 
automotive industry, which is the largest industry, contained in samples.  
Figure 18: OP-ratio Increase/Decrease samples in Asia/Oceania 
 
Source: Created by author with information obtained from OSIRIS 
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 Here sees one of such firms belonging to Automotive industry’s financial statements, Futaba 
Industrial, it explains that the reason why operating income decreases is because of negative effects by a 
massive flood in Thailand in 2011, decrease of the demands in China due to political matter in 2012, 
stagnated growth in Asian developing countries in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. Seeing the trend of 
market share of Japanese car manufacturer in China from 2009 to 2015, provided by SPEEDA, it 
decreases. Also, through a hearing from a person engaging car manufacturer, below matters seems to be 
reasons of decreasing OP ratio: lowering price pressure by tough market competitive situation, unstable 
currency (e.g. Indonesian Rupia and Indian Rupee) exchange rate, minimum wage increase, additional 
investments requirement for new environmental restrictions, and newly setting up factories in developing 
countries. These mentioned factors can be categorized into three, decrease of total benefits of 
internationalization, increase of liability of foreignness and increase of coordination costs.  
 Based on the above analysis, the result background is considered as below. Due to weaker 
exchange rate, in financial statements, converted sales from local currency to JPY become bigger, which 
results in increasing FSTS and Asia-sales ratio. On the other hand, as Figure17 suggests actual growth is 
not significant, above mentioned three categorical factors makes firm’s profitability deteriorate. Because 
of that, expanding businesses in Asia bring about negative effects on performance inferred by model 2 
and 4 result.  
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Chapter 5.  Common factors of internationalized Japanese firms 
Section 1.  Introduction 
 This chapter is for confirming the common features of firms which are highly 
internationalized. Based on the result of Chapter 4, samples are selected from Electric Appliances 
industry because it is the biggest industry holding internationalized firms. Investigated items are selected 
from the viewpoint summarized in Chapter 2. Required information to investigate is acquired from 
disclosed information, homepages, financial statements, CSR report and company introduction etc. 
Seeing the results, finally this chapter summarizes general tendencies of highly internationalized firms. 
 
Section 2. Research design 
 Sample firms are chosen in the process written below considering industry, firm size, FSTS 
and increase ratio of FSTS. Firstly, last 10 years of each firms’ information from Nikkei Needs Financial 
QUEST are used to confirm industry, firm size, FSTS and increase ratio of FSTS. Firms having no FSTS 
is omitted, and then firms belonging to Electric Appliance are selected because this industry has the 
largest number of firms (224 firms have information of FSTS). This process is done for avoiding 
differences among industries. As the result of quantitative analysis indicates that firms’ ROS suffer from 
negative effects when their FSTS pass about 60%, the highest FSTS in last 10 years should be over 60%. 
This analysis is for general common factor’s investigation, but also utilized for the analysis of Chapter 6 
confirming firms’ success factors even under excessive internationalized situation, so it is better to focus 
on the same samples addressed in Chapter 6. Those are selected as samples that firms having the highest 
FSTS over 70% and over 10% increase from lowest FSTS and highest one. Also, as small firms are 
comparatively easy to expand globally and FSTS of them does so, this analysis chooses the firms having 
over 100 billion JPY average sales. Checking trend of sales, ROS and FSTS, firms whose sales stably 
shrink or FSTS decrease are omitted. Finally, considering consistency of detail industry and market 
customer among samples, 10 firms are selected: Nidec Corporation, Hirose Electric, Japan Aviation 
Electronics Industry, Sysmex, Ushio, Murata Manufacturing, Tokyo Electron, Advantest, Shinko Electric 
Industries and Taiyo Yuden. Samples are classified into “Success” and “Normal” groups with ROS trend. 
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Japan Aviation Electronics Industry, Advantest, Shinko Electric Industries and Taiyo Yuden are classified 
as Normal and the others as success.  
 Investigated variables are set from three perspectives based on prior studies. As Firm relevant 
factors, below variables are set to investigate: Employees, the number of countries in which firm has 
their location, Years of oversea business experience, Management: Founder or not, and the number of 
M&A news release. As Industry relevant factors, Main products, Existence of main customer comprising 
over 10% of total sales and The number of business segments over 10% of total sales. As Location 
relevant factors, Production location, Sales location, Sales in Asia-region ratio over 10% of total sales, 
Sales in Americas-region ratio over 10% of total sales, Sales in Europe-region ratio over 10% of total 
sales, and Sales in Africa-region ratio over 10% of total sales. Required information are acquired mainly 
through annual report, financial statements, homepage and other disclosed information. Additionally, 
some bubble diagram and matrix analyses are done for finding out any useful implications.  
 
Section 3. Results 
 Investigation contents are shown in Table 10. Also, Figure19 is a bubble diagram showing 
average sales and ROS. Table11 is a matrix classification from the viewpoints of success group 
classification and products type. Table 12 is a matrix classified by firm size and product type.   
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Table 10: Investigation results 
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Figure 19: Bubble analysis of firms’ average sales and ROS 
 
Source: Author 
 
Table 11: Matrix by product type and Internationalization result classification 
Materials Machines
Success
1. Nidec Corporation
2. Hirose Electric
3. Murata Manufacturing
1. Sysmex
2. Ushio
3. Tokyo Electron
Normal
1. Japan Aviation Electronics Industries
2. Shinko Electric Industries
3. Taiyo Yuden
1. Advantest
Internationalization
result classification
Product type
 
Source: Author 
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Table 12: Matrix by product type and Firm sales size 
Materials Machines
Large
1. Nidec Corporation
2. Murata Manufacturing
1. Tokyo Electron
Small
1. Hirose Electric
2. Japan Aviation Electronics Industries
3. Shinko Electric Industries
4. Taiyo Yuden
1. Sysmex
2. Ushio
3. Advantest
Firm sales size
Product type
 
Source: Author 
 
Section 4. Discussion 
 From the result of Table11, firstly remarkable point is small number of business segments. 
Half of samples have only one segment. In simple average, it is about 1.6 business segments. This is 
assumed that small number of business segments or aggregated business segment enable firms to 
concentrate their resources to a certain business field, meaning large places to expand business in a 
specific product field thanks to it. 
Secondly, interesting finding is that a half of firms has main customer. If the main customers 
locate or do businesses in oversea markets, it is likely to increase the degree of internationalization. 
However, it is question whether or not it is a beneficial result to firms because it is considered as firm 
businesses is heavily depending on a certain customer, which may bring about negative effects.  
Thirdly, employees, the number of countries in which firms has their location and the number 
of M&A news release, they are seemingly correlated. For example, Nidec Corporation has the largest 
number of employees and the number of countries as well, the number of M&A news release not being 
the biggest but very high. Murata Manufacturing is also the same tendency as Nidec Corporation. 
Though Sysmex is exception of it, it would be because this firm's business is in difference field. However, 
this relationship among three factors is very normal, so it is not a remarkable finding.  
Lastly, all of the products type except Sysmex's is related to semiconductor manufacturer. 
This is because semiconductor industry has long history of restructuring and aggregating, so 
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manufacturers are limited, which, customer aggregated, is the reason of most firms highly 
internationalized offer products to semiconductor manufactures. Based on Figure 19, Table 11 and 12, 
firms selling raw material products in large sales an firms selling machines seems to be in success group, 
so product type and firm sales size may affect performance.   
Though there is no independent investigation, it is implied that all firms are BtoB business 
model. This is a remarkable result, so additional analysis for tendency of BtoB business model is done 
below. Electric Appliance industry has 224 firms, which are classified into BtoB or BtoC/Mix business 
model. Also, using ROS of all of the firms not limited to Electric appliances, 25% of higher ROS in total 
samples are classified as ROS high and the other is as low, and over 70% of FSTS is classified as 
internationalization high and below 70% is as internationalization low. With this information, Figure 20 
is created to see the tendency of BtoB.    
Figure 20: Comparison of each segment’s BtoB ratio 
 
Source: Author 
 
 Figure20 suggests that generally high ratio of BtoB to total samples in Electric Appliances is 
confirmed. An interesting finding is that higher ratio of BtoB to total samples is seen in a segment: 
Internationalization High and ROS High. This is one of the empirical facts suggesting that BtoB business 
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model is likely to generate higher profit than other segments. Based on this fact and three concepts 
referred in prior study, the below is the discussion of why BtoB business model is likely to generate more 
profits.  
 There are three concepts affecting performance relating to internationalization: Liability of 
foreignness/newness, Total benefits of internationalization and Coordination costs. As for total benefits 
of internationalization, as discussed in Section 4, Chapter 4, it is assumed that increased competition with 
local firms affects performance negatively. From the view point of product adaptation to local market 
(Ghemawat, 2009) , firms in BtoC business model are inevitable to do it for acquiring higher market 
share. On the contrary, ones in BtoB business model have customers who are not consumers, so products 
of them are more standardized than those of BtoC firms, the result of which it is assumed that BtoB 
business model suffer from less negative effect of product adaptation to markets. Regarding liability of 
foreignness, as it is also discussed in Section 4, Chapter 4, it is considered that firms are affected by 
macro environmental factors, especially GDP per capita. The customer of firms in BtoC business model 
is consumer, so the degree of market maturity, meaning how high GDP per capita is, is important. On the 
other hand, customer of firms in BtoB business model is comparatively far from consumer, so they are 
less affected by the degree of market maturity. However, it seems that coordination costs similarly occur. 
Therefore, it is assumed that BtoB model has a function to mitigate negative effects of 
internationalization, so as Figure 20 shows BtoB model is likely to generate more profits.  
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Chapter 6.  Success factors overcoming internationalization adversity 
Section1. Introduction 
 Chapters4 addresses the general relationship of Japanese firms between internationalization 
and performance, the result of whose analysis suggests a horizontal S-shape relationship. This means 
there are three phases affecting firm’s performance. The last one is to make firms face difficulties 
assumed as internationalization adversity, which is thought to be mainly developed by increase of 
coordination costs, as a result, gradually decreasing firm’s performance. In Chapter5, common factors for 
internationalized firms are examined and several factors are suggested, such as BtoB business model, 
small number of business segments and existence of main customer etc. Though it is thought that 
generally speaking highly internationalized firms suffer from difficulties and are likely to decrease their 
performance, it is fact that there are several firms keeping their better performance under the aggressively 
internationalized circumstance. Therefore, this chapter addresses the questions what factors are beneficial 
to those firms and boost their performance, set as the last research question. Selecting samples and 
variables used for quantitative analysis are based on the result of chapter4 and 5.  
 
Section2. Hypothesis 
 Hypotheses are created based on the results of analysis in Chapter 4 and 5. All of the 
hypotheses are written in Table 15. In model 1, there is significance for Assets positively affecting 
performance and FSTS negatively doing so. From the results of Chapter 5, there are common factors 
such as BtoB business model, small number of business segments and existence of main customer, which 
are also included as independent variables. Considering above, each hypothesis is developed.  
 
Hypothesis 1:  Total Assets size positively affects performance even though under internationalization 
adversity circumstances in accordance with the result of model 1.  
 
Hypothesis 2: FSTS negatively affects performance because samples are in phase 3 of 
internationalization.  
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Hypothesis 3: BtoC business model negatively affects performance because in the result of Chapter 5 it is 
confirmed that BtoC firm are comparatively likely to suffer from difficulties of liability of foreignness.  
 
Hypothesis 4: The existence of main customer negatively affects performance because in Table10, 75% of 
normal group have this feature.  
 
Hypothesis 5: Small number of segments affects positively on performance because it is thought this 
increase coordination costs.  
 
Section 3. Research design 
 Database used for obtaining information and analysis model are almost same as ones used in 
quantitative analysis in Chapter4. Database is Nikkei Needs Financial QUEST. For obtaining information 
of business model and products, each firm’s homepage is used, and for number of segments and 
existence of main customer their financial statement in FY2016 are confirmed as well. Samples are 
carefully selected to confirm appropriate factors to overcome internationalization adversity, not choosing 
them by certain ROS and FSTS. Five criteria are set. Firstly, as model 1 result shows phase 3 decreasing 
performance starts after 60% of FSTS and firms progressing internationalization under 
internationalization adversity are supposed to be selected, one criterion is that in last ten years, maximum 
FSTS is over 70% of FSTS. Also, the difference between maximum and minimum FSTS is over 10% of 
FSTS is set as the second criteria. Assumption of this analysis is to confirm factors for firms positively 
expanding their businesses and FSTS, so increase tendencies of both sales and FSTS are included, which 
is confirmed by sign of regression coefficient. Using FSTS or sales as vertical axis and year as horizontal 
axis, each firm‘s coefficient for both are respectively calculated. If sign of them are negative, that sample 
is excluded. Lastly, in order to avoid the effect of small firm’s drastic ratio increase, average sales is over 
100 billion JPY. Like this, this analysis setting carefully criteria, finally 42 firms are selected. In total, due 
to 10-year term, sample size is 420 observations.  
 Variables are selected for examining hypotheses. Total Assets logarithm, FSTS, BtoC dummy, 
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Main customer dummy, Number of segments are contained. As control variables, product dummy and 
Industry dummy are included. Industry dummy consists of 11 industries 42 sample firms belong to. Also, 
Product dummy consists of 4, service, raw materials, machines, and products.   
Analysis model is panel data analysis by random-effect model because there are several 
dummy variables being significantly related to hypothesis. For reference, Hausman test result of both 
models shows random-effect model is preferable. As sample selection is done on the result of Model 1, 
ROS as dependent variable, in Chapter4, one model, Model 5, is developed below.  
 
Model 5 
ititit
itititit
IDIDgmentsNumberofserdummyMainCutome
PRPRBtoCdummyFSTSsTotalAssetROS




11~1
4~1log
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3210
 
 
Section 4. Results 
 In accordance with research design, panel data analysis is done. The result of it is shown in 
Table 14. Also, correlation among each variable are shown in Table 13. Total Assets and FSTS are 
positively significant to performance. On the other hand, Main Customer dummy and Number of 
segments are negatively significant. As for BtoC dummy, though it shows negative tendency, it is not 
significant. Regarding Product dummy, there is no significant result. Industry dummy has one significant. 
That is Information Communication industry, but only one firm, Nexon, belongs to the industry, so it is 
same as company dummy. Nexon is a firm offering gaming application for smartphone, recording very 
high ROS, compared with other samples, so it is assumed that Information Communication industry 
dummy is significant. Based on the results, hypothesis 1, 4 and 5 are supported, but hypothesis 2 and 3 
are not supported. Especially hypothesis 2 shows an adverse tendency to one assumed in developed 
hypothesis with significance. On the contrary, as for hypothesis 3, tendency is the same as previously 
expected in hypothesis but no significance is confirmed. In Table 15, these results for each hypothesis are 
summarized.  
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Table 13: Correlation Chapter 6 
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Table 14: Results of panel data analysis Chapter 4 
Independent variables
Intercept -29.992 *
Total Assets logarithm 2.741 **
FSTS 0.065 *
BtoC dummy -3.805
PR1 -3.524
PR2 3.979
PR3 4.594
PR4 0.000
Main Customer dummy -5.534 *
Number of Segments -2.399 *
ID1 0.020
ID2 3.060
ID3 -0.063
ID4 -3.112
ID5 -6.257
ID6 0.089
ID7 4.255
ID8 28.532 **
ID9 0.000
ID10 -1.957
ID11 0.000
R squared within 0.052
R squared between 0.554
R squared overall 0.276
Wald χ2 51.130
**P<0.01, *P<0.05, †P<0.1
ROS
Model 5
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Table 15: Summary of hypotheses and results 
No. Contents Results 
1 Total Assets size positively affects performance even though under 
internationalization adversity circumstances in accordance with the result of 
model 1. 
Supported 
2 FSTS negatively affects performance because samples are in phase 3 of 
internationalization.  
Not supported 
3 BtoC business model negatively affects performance because in the result of 
Chapter 5 it is confirmed that BtoC firm are comparatively likely to suffer from 
difficulties of liability of foreignness.   
Not supported 
4 The existence of main customer negatively affects performance because in 
Table10, 75% of normal group have this feature. 
Supported 
5 Small number of segments affects positively on performance because it is thought 
this increase coordination costs. 
Supported 
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Section 5. Discussion  
 Taking the results of the analysis into account, from three viewpoints, assumed backgrounds 
are discussed here. Firstly, regarding negative positive relationship of Total Assets and FSTS, it is 
considered that through expanding businesses not only in Japan but also in other countries competitive 
advantage can be developed. This strategy is thought as Cost leadership strategy mentioned by 
Poter(1999). Because of the expansion, firm can increase market share, then boosting the degree of 
controlling power of market price, also decreasing cost per unit because of large production volume. It is 
assumed that firms can benefit from this classical but highroad to develop competitive advantage and 
achieve high profits even though highly internationalized circumstance.  
 As for existence of main customer, it shows a negative effect on performance. This is also 
explained with the essence of classical strategic theory, five forces, which explain there are five factors 
deciding industry profitability. One of those is bargaining power of customer. If it is strong, industry 
suffers from pressure of lowering prices. (Poter, 1999) Referring to it, depending on certain customers 
also raises an increase of customer’s bargaining power. Pressure of lowering product price is kept and 
results in lowered price decreasing profitability. Hence, existence of main customer makes negative 
effect on performance. Sample firm list is included in appendix 5, firms belonging to automotive industry 
accounts for large part of all samples. They are called “Keiretsu”, offering raw materials of car to 
finished car manufacturing firms. They heavily depend on some certain manufactures located in 
downstream of value chain facing consumers. This relationship among them is one of the factors of rapid 
business expansion globally, but it would also cause raw material firms to suffer from lowering price 
pressures.  
 Lastly, regarding the result that number of segments has negative effect on performance; this 
is supported by concept of Conglomerate Discount. As mentioned above it indirectly contributes to 
achieve Cost leadership strategy. Conglomerate Discount indicates that profitability of firm specializing 
in a certain field is better than one of conglomerate firm. This is because conglomerate diversifies firm’s 
resources to each business segments, deteriorating firm’s competitive advantage. Also, aggregating 
business segments makes firm utilize plentiful resources, not only capital resources but also human 
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resources. Then, firms can develop competitive advantages in the field and achieve large market share, 
the result of which firms enjoys high profits. It contributes to doing Cost Leadership strategy. It is 
adopted by Nidec Corporation and Daikin Industries in samples.  
 In accordance with the concepts indicated by prior studies (Lu, 2004), expanding business 
size globally and no existence of main customer are to contribute to enhance Total benefits of 
internationalization because these factors can improve profitability through growing controlling power of 
market price or avoiding strong pressure of lowering price by customer. On the other hand, aggregating 
business segment is to mitigate an increase of Coordination costs. If there are several business segments, 
it takes much cost to get information or share it with all of them.  
 In conclusion, there is a significant implication that factors overcoming internationalization 
adversity are aggregating business segments, globally expanding businesses and not depending on any 
certain customers. From the samples, Daikin Industries is the very firm containing all of above factors, so 
it is considered ideal firm overcoming internationalization adversity. Next section briefly summarizes 
global strategy of Daikin Industries.  
 
Section 6. Global strategy of Daikin Industries 
 As discussed above, Daikin industries is the very firm that has factors to overcome 
internationalization adversity such as aggregated business segment, expanding businesses globally and 
no existence of main customer, so this section analyzes the strategy of the firm. Firstly, Figure 21 is the 
cooperate profile. Daikin Industries was founded in Osaka and is doing businesses in a very large scale 
with a plenty of subsidiaries. Their businesses in Air-conditioning field are the No1 in the world 
promoted in their homepage. 
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Figure 21: Daikin Industries cooperate profile 
 
Source: Homepage of Daikin Industries 
 
 Figure 22 shows a trend of financial information including significant indicators, sales, 
intangible assets, other assets, FSTS and ROS. A line chart of FSTS shows stable increase of FSTS in 20 
years and only about 20% though now about 70% or more. Also, a line chart of ROS indicates that from 
March, 2009 to now it improves well. It can be interpreted as after the economic recession caused by the 
bankruptcy of Leman brothers they have always enhanced profitability. Looking at a stacked bar chart, 
the total of intangible assets and other assets is the same as total assets amount in balance sheets. The 
stacked bar chart suggests how intangible assets to total assets ratio increases in years. It can be 
confirmed that there are two times of very surprisingly amount increase, the first is March, 2007 and the 
other is March, 2013. In 2006 they acquired O.Y.L. INDUSTRIES BHD , Malaysian company, and in 
2012 they did Goodman Global Group, Inc., American company. As far as news release says, the 
significances of these M&As are to achieve No1 position in air-conditioning industry and to generate 
more profits through synthesizing each company’s resources, product lineup or operational region.  
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Figure22 : Daikin Industries Key financial indicator trend 
 
Source: Created by Author with the information from Nikkei Value Search 
 
 Daikin Industries have been done lots of other acquisitions, but above two companies are 
bigger. Target companies are basically in the same industry, air-conditioning. Considering trend of 
financial indicators and track record of M&A, it is assumed that Daikin Industries has been expanding 
globally in keeping or improving high profitability. Mr. Takahashi, member of the board and senior 
executive officer as of June 29, 2017, said in the news clip of CFO forum, “Most important point of M&A 
is business due diligence. How Daikin’s business target can be achieved with both companies’ resources 
is so significant that through business due diligence we test and confirm how much possibility can be 
seen to do businesses as developed hypotheses, which directly affects purchase prices”. As he said, it is 
assumed that this thought, stressing importance of business due diligence, is one of the success factors to 
do M&A well. Though in Chapter 3 Japanese firms’ circumstances facing difficulties of M&A, it would 
be expected that there is difference in this process how company sticks to examine their business 
hypotheses probability between Daikin Industries and other firms experiencing negative results after 
M&A.  
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 As a conclusion of the analysis for Daikin Industries, they have been truly focused on 
air-conditioning business field and expanded their businesses globally with healthy profits stably 
improving, which is factors, supported by result of this Chapter’s quantitative analysis, to overcome 
internationalization adversity. Also, it can be said that M&A is one of the better options to achieve it as 
long as deals are well done. Lastly, it is no doubt that Daikin Industries is one of the best models for 
Japanese firms’ internationalization.  
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Chapter 7.  Conclusion 
 In conclusion, as for Japanese firms, through the analyses below significant implications are 
suggested. There is a generally horizontal S-shape relationship between internationalization and 
performance, which is thought to be supported by three concepts mentioned in prior study: Liability of 
foreignness, Coordination costs and Total benefits of internationalization. The business expansion in Asia 
region brings about negative effects because of increase of liability of foreignness by macro-economic 
change and decrease of total benefits of internationalization by competition with local firms. Highly 
internationalized firms are likely to be in BtoB business model, and have small number of business 
segments and main customer existence etc. As for BtoB business model, it is assumed that BtoB is less 
suffered from negative effects of liability of foreignness and decrease of total benefits of 
internationalization. Even though facing the internationalized adversity, globally aggregated and 
expanded businesses and no main customer existence are factors of overcoming the situation because 
these factors can maximize total benefits of internationalization and mitigate coordination costs. The 
model firm is Daikin Industries for Japanese firms’ internationalization.  
 
From here, based on the overall implications, suggestions beneficial to actual businesses are 
mentioned. For practitioners who engage in businesses internationalized, it should be recognized that 
excessive internationalization brings about negative effects, and that due to sales and profits in 
consolidation financial statements heavily affected by fluctuation of currency exchange rate, instead of 
them, profit ratio analysis or trend analysis are better way to grasp the actual business situation. Even 
though in the potential market like Asia, because of effects by unstable market environment, expanding 
businesses there also make firms face difficulties. Considering the above, it is inevitable to enhance 
management ability for oversea businesses and properly grasp market environment, adding that early 
management decision and action are more significant. However, better or worse, firms adopting BtoB 
business model, compared with ones doing BtoC, are likely to internationalize, so they should always 
plan and do strategy in a global basis. In that situation, for overcoming internationalization adversity, 
firms can minimize those effect through concentrating business segment and expanding business size, so 
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even though Japanese firms faces difficulties to do those options so far, replacement of business portfolio 
by selling their business segment or M&A is better way. The very firm doing above factors in practice is 
Daikin industries, effectively utilizing M&A. On the other hand, from the view point of shareholder or 
investor, it is supposed to be recognized that increase of FSTS may bring about not only benefits but also 
difficulties, so they should confirm counter measures to those difficulties if firms set the increase of 
FSTS. Also, exchange currency fluctuation enormously affects financial statements, so they should 
confirm whether or not increase is generated from actual firm’s growth, and focus on it. These, based on 
sufficient analyses, are the beneficial implications for people engaging in global businesses and relating 
to such firms results and also very significance of this thesis.  
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Appendix 
Appendix 1: Fixed-effect model in Chapter 4 
Independent variables
Intercept 32.556 ** 46.518 ** -0.394 ** -0.414 **
Total Assets logarithm -4.142 ** -4.566 **
Sales logarithm 0.060 ** 0.061 **
Exchange rate 0.010 0.023 0.001 ** 0.001 **
Company age 0.243 0.039 -0.004 ** -0.004 **
FSTS -37.092 ** -0.332 **
FSTS squared 122.762 ** 0.650 **
FSTS cubed -103.069 ** -0.375 **
Asia sales ratio -3.421 -0.024
Americas sales ratio 20.616 ** -0.002
Europe sales ratio -18.687 ** 0.009
Africa sales ratio -4.718 0.042
Others sales ratio -10.721 ** -0.038 **
R squared
F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
**P<0.01, *P<0.05, †P<0.1
Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2
ROS ROA
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Appendix 2: Sample firms for Figure18 analysis_No1 
OP ratio
flag
GICS name Company name
OP ratio
flag
GICS name Company name
0 Oil & Gas Exploration & Production INPEX CORPORATION 0 Auto Parts & Equipment NIFCO INC
0 Commodity Chemicals KIMOTO CO LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment HI-LEX CORPORATION
0 Commodity Chemicals ASAHI KAGAKU KOGYO CO LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment KASAI KOGYO CO LTD
0 Fertilizers & Agricultural Chemicals FUMAKILLA LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment G-TEKT CORPORATION
0 Specialty Chemicals NIPPON PIGMENT COMPANY LIMITED 0 Auto Parts & Equipment AISAN INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
0 Construction Materials TYK CORPORATION 0 Auto Parts & Equipment F-TECH INC
0 Metal & Glass Containers CHUO KAGAKU CO., LTD. 0 Auto Parts & Equipment H-ONE CO., LTD.
0 Paper Packaging FURUBAYASHI SHIKO CO., LTD. 0 Auto Parts & Equipment MUSASHI SEIMITSU INDUSTRY CO LTD
0 Paper Packaging CHUOH PACK INDUSTRY CO., LTD. 0 Auto Parts & Equipment YOROZU CORPORATION
0 Building Products SINKO INDUSTRIES LTD. 0 Auto Parts & Equipment YUTAKA GIKEN CO LTD
0 Building Products COMANY INC. 0 Auto Parts & Equipment SANOH INDUSTRIAL CO LTD
0 Building Products KVK CORPORATION 0 Auto Parts & Equipment NIHON PLAST CO LTD
0 Construction & Engineering TAISEI ONCHO CO LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment T. RAD CO., LTD.
0 Electrical Components & Equipment DENYO CO LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment CHUO SPRING COMPANY LIMITED
0 Electrical Components & Equipment IDEC CORPORATION 0 Auto Parts & Equipment MURAKAMI CORPORATION
0 Electrical Components & Equipment TOYO TANSO CO LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment GMB CORPORATION
0 Construction Machinery & Heavy Trucks HINO MOTORS LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment TBK CO., LTD.
0 Construction Machinery & Heavy Trucks TAKEUCHI MFG. CO., LTD. 0 Auto Parts & Equipment HARADA INDUSTRY CO LTD
0 Construction Machinery & Heavy Trucks SAKAI HEAVY INDUSTRIES LIMITED 0 Auto Parts & Equipment TANAKA SEIMITSU KOGYO CO., LTD.
0 Industrial Machinery DMG MORI CO., LTD. 0 Auto Parts & Equipment OWARI PRECISE PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
0 Industrial Machinery THK CO LTD 0 Auto Parts & Equipment KANEMITSU CORPORATION
0 Industrial Machinery FUJITEC COMPANY LIMITED 0 Automobile Manufacturers NISSAN MOTOR CO LTD
0 Industrial Machinery SANKO GOSEI LTD 0 Automobile Manufacturers MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION
0 Industrial Machinery TAKAGI SEIKO CORPORATION 0 Consumer Electronics FUNAI ELECTRIC CO LTD
0 Industrial Machinery DAIDO KOGYO COMPANY LIMITED 0 Household Appliances RINNAI CORPORATION
0 Industrial Machinery NADEX CO LTD 0 Leisure Products YAMAHA CORPORATION
0 Industrial Machinery YUKEN KOGYO CO LTD 0 Apparel, Accessories & Luxury Goods LOOK INCORPORATED
0 Industrial Machinery FUJI SEIKO LIMITED. 0 Footwear ASICS CORPORATION
0 Industrial Machinery KAWATA MFG CO LTD 0 Textiles MORITO CO., LTD.
0 Industrial Machinery NOMURA MICRO SCIENCE CO., LTD. 0 Textiles FUJIX LTD
0 Industrial Machinery KOKUSAI COMPANY LIMITED 0 Restaurants WDI CORPORATION
0 Industrial Machinery TENRYU SAW MFG CO LTD 0 Distributors NAKAYAMAFUKU CO., LTD.
0 Industrial Machinery SANNO CO., LTD. 0 Distributors TAKASHO CO LTD
0 Trading Companies & Distributors MITSUBISHI CORPORATION 0 Apparel Retail ABC-MART INC
0 Trading Companies & Distributors KURODA ELECTRIC CO LTD 0 Apparel Retail HONEYS HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
0 Trading Companies & Distributors ONOKEN CO LTD 0 Automotive Retail APPLE INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
0 Commercial Printing SANKO SANGYO CO LTD 0 Soft Drinks SUNTORY BEVERAGE & FOOD LIMITED
0 Office Services & Supplies CRESTEC INC 0 Personal Products MANDOM CORPORATION
0 Diversified Support Services PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL INC 0 Health Care Equipment SYSMEX CORPORATION
0 Diversified Support Services TOKAI LEASE COMPANY LIMITED 0 Internet Software & Services GALA INCORPORATED
0 Human Resource & Employment Services WILSON LEARNING WORLDWIDE INC 0 IT Consulting & Other Services ZUKEN INC
0 Air Freight & Logistics KINTETSU WORLD EXPRESS INC 0 IT Consulting & Other Services CAICA INC.
0 Air Freight & Logistics YUSEN LOGISTICS CO., LTD. 0 Systems Software TREND MICRO INCORPORATED
0 Auto Parts & Equipment DENSO CORPORATION 0 Home Entertainment Software KONAMI HOLDINGS CORPORATION
0 Auto Parts & Equipment TOYOTA BOSHOKU CORPORATION 0 Home Entertainment Software NEXON CO LTD
0 Auto Parts & Equipment KOITO MANUFACTURING CO LTD 0 Communications Equipment ALLIED TELESIS HOLDINGS K.K.
0 Auto Parts & Equipment TOKAI RIKA CO., LTD. 0 Communications Equipment ICOM INCORPORATED
0 Auto Parts & Equipment FUTABA INDUSTRIAL CO LTD 0 Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals RISO KAGAKU CORPORATION
0 Auto Parts & Equipment KEIHIN CORPORATION 0 Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals MELCO HOLDINGS INC
0 Auto Parts & Equipment UNIPRES CORPORATION 0 Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals NORITSU KOKI CO LTD
0 Auto Parts & Equipment TACHI-S CO LTD 0 Electronic Components DAISHINKU CORPORATION
0 Auto Parts & Equipment AKEBONO BRAKE INDUSTRY CO LTD 0 Technology Distributors ELEMATEC CORPORATION
0 Auto Parts & Equipment SHOWA CORPORATION 0 Technology Distributors RYOYO ELECTRO CORPORATION
* OP ratio flag stands for 0=decrease, 1=increase
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Appendix 3: Sample firms for Figure18 analysis_No2 
OP ratio
flag
GICS name Company name
OP ratio
flag
GICS name Company name
0 Technology Distributors NIHON DENKEI CO LTD 1 Trucking SAKAI MOVING SERVICE CO LTD
0 Semiconductors TOREX SEMICONDUCTOR LTD 1 Auto Parts & Equipment TS TECH CO., LTD.
0 Semiconductors KYOSHA CO LTD 1 Auto Parts & Equipment TPR CO., LTD.
1 Commodity Chemicals TENMA CORPORATION 1 Auto Parts & Equipment NISSIN KOGYO CO LTD
1 Commodity Chemicals MORESCO CORPORATION 1 Auto Parts & Equipment YACHIYO INDUSTRY CO LTD
1 Commodity Chemicals MIPOX CORPORATION 1 Auto Parts & Equipment NICHIRIN CO., LTD.
1 Diversified Chemicals YUSHIRO CHEMICAL INDUSTRY COMPANY LIMITED1 Auto Parts & Equipment SUNCALL CORPORATION
1 Specialty Chemicals NIPPON PAINT HOLDINGS CO., LTD. 1 Auto Parts & Equipment OHASHI TECHNICA INC
1 Specialty Chemicals KANSAI PAINT CO LTD 1 Auto Parts & Equipment TOKYO RADIATOR MFG CO LTD
1 Specialty Chemicals TAKASAGO INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 1 Auto Parts & Equipment JECO CO LTD
1 Specialty Chemicals CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS LTD 1 Auto Parts & Equipment MITSUCHI CORPORATION
1 Specialty Chemicals TAIYO HOLDINGS CO., LTD. 1 Tires & Rubber TIGERS POLYMER CORPORATION
1 Specialty Chemicals T HASEGAWA CO LTD 1 Automobile Manufacturers TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION
1 Specialty Chemicals FUJIMI INCORPORATED 1 Automobile Manufacturers HONDA MOTOR CO LTD
1 Specialty Chemicals MATSUMOTO YUSHI SEIYAKU CO., LTD. 1 Automobile Manufacturers SUZUKI MOTOR CORPORATION
1 Metal & Glass Containers FUJI SEAL INTERNATIONAL, INC. 1 Automobile Manufacturers MITSUBISHI MOTORS CORPORATION
1 Aluminum HAKUDO CO LTD 1 Consumer Electronics CLARION CO LTD
1 Steel MARUICHI STEEL TUBE LTD 1 Consumer Electronics TOA CORPORATION
1 Building Products NIHON FLUSH CO., LTD. 1 Household Appliances RINNAI CORPORATION
1 Construction & Engineering SANYO ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION INC 1 Leisure Products MIZUNO CORPORATION
1 Electrical Components & Equipment MABUCHI MOTOR CO LTD 1 Leisure Products TOMY COMPANY LTD
1 Electrical Components & Equipment SANYO DENKI CO LTD 1 Leisure Products GLOBERIDE, INC.
1 Electrical Components & Equipment CHIYODA INTEGRE CO LTD 1 Apparel, Accessories & Luxury Goods DESCENTE LTD
1 Electrical Components & Equipment TERASAKI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 1 Leisure Facilities GOKURAKUYU HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
1 Electrical Components & Equipment NIPPON SEISEN CO LTD 1 Restaurants SAIZERIYA CO LTD
1 Electrical Components & Equipment COSEL CO LTD 1 Distributors SHAKLEE GLOBAL GROUP, INC.
1 Electrical Components & Equipment CANARE ELECTRIC CO LTD 1 General Merchandise Stores RYOHIN KEIKAKU CO LTD
1 Electrical Components & Equipment NKK SWITCHES CO.LTD. 1 Specialty Stores SANRIO COMPANY LTD
1 Construction Machinery & Heavy Trucks KATO WORKS CO LTD 1 Food Distributors SHOEI FOODS CORPORATION
1 Industrial Machinery NTN CORPORATION 1 Food Retail FAMILYMART UNY HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
1 Industrial Machinery HOSHIZAKI CORPORATION 1 Soft Drinks SUNTORY BEVERAGE & FOOD LIMITED
1 Industrial Machinery OKUMA CORPORATION 1 Health Care Supplies JMS CO., LTD.
1 Industrial Machinery OSG CORPORATION 1 Biotechnology GNI GROUP LTD.
1 Industrial Machinery HIRATA CORPORATION 1 Pharmaceuticals SUMITOMO DAINIPPON PHARMA CO., LTD.
1 Industrial Machinery AIDA ENGINEERING LTD 1 Pharmaceuticals ROHTO PHARMACEUTICAL CO LTD
1 Industrial Machinery SHINWA CO LTD 1 Communications Equipment AIPHONE CO., LTD.
1 Industrial Machinery TSUGAMI CORPORATION 1 Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals CANON INC
1 Industrial Machinery NISSEI PLASTIC INDUSTRIAL CO LTD 1 Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals MIMAKI ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
1 Industrial Machinery ANEST IWATA CORPORATION 1 Electronic Equipment & Instruments JAPAN CASH MACHINE CO LTD
1 Industrial Machinery NISSEI ASB MACHINE CO LTD 1 Electronic Equipment & Instruments OPTOELECTRONICS CO LTD
1 Industrial Machinery TAKISAWA MACHINE TOOL CO., LTD. 1 Electronic Equipment & Instruments KUBOTEK CORPORATION
1 Industrial Machinery UNION TOOL CO LTD 1 Electronic Components TDK CORPORATION
1 Industrial Machinery YUSHIN PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. 1 Electronic Components CMK CORPORATION
1 Industrial Machinery KANEFUSA CORPORATION 1 Electronic Components KOA CORPORATION
1 Industrial Machinery YAMADA CORPORATION 1 Electronic Components IRISO ELECTRONICS CO LTD
1 Industrial Machinery NANSIN CO LTD 1 Electronic Components SHIBAURA ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
1 Industrial Machinery YOSHITAKE INC 1 Electronic Components SEMITEC CORPORATION
1 Industrial Machinery MYOTOKU LTD 1 Electronic Manufacturing Services DI-NIKKO ENGINEERING
1 Trading Companies & Distributors SUGIMOTO & CO LTD 1 Technology Distributors SUN-WA TECHNOS CORPORATION
1 Trading Companies & Distributors TOMITA CO LTD 1 Technology Distributors EXCEL CO LTD
1 Office Services & Supplies SATO HOLDINGS CORPORATION
1 Office Services & Supplies PILOT CORPORATION
1 Air Freight & Logistics AIT CORPORATION
* OP ratio flag stands for 0=decrease, 1=increase
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Appendix 4: Sample firms for Figure20 analysis 
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8
オ
ン
キ
ヨ
ー
T
6
7
5
6
日
立
国
際
電
気
T
6
8
6
7
リ
ー
ダ
ー
電
子
T
6
9
7
1
京
セ
ラ
T
6
6
2
9
テ
ク
ノ
ホ
ラ
イ
ゾ
ン
・
ホ
ー
ル
デ
ィ
ン
T
6
7
5
8
ソ
ニ
ー
T
6
8
6
9
シ
ス
メ
ッ
ク
ス
T
6
9
7
2
エ
ル
ナ
ー
T
6
6
3
2
Ｊ
Ｖ
Ｃ
ケ
ン
ウ
ッ
ド
T
6
7
6
2
Ｔ
Ｄ
Ｋ
T
6
8
7
0
日
本
フ
ェ
ン
オ
ー
ル
T
6
9
7
6
太
陽
誘
電
T
6
6
3
3
Ｃ
＆
Ｇ
シ
ス
テ
ム
ズ
T
6
7
6
3
帝
国
通
信
工
業
T
6
8
7
1
日
本
マ
イ
ク
ロ
ニ
ク
ス
T
6
9
7
7
日
本
抵
抗
器
製
作
所
T
6
6
3
5
大
日
光
・
エ
ン
ジ
ニ
ア
リ
ン
グ
T
6
7
6
8
タ
ム
ラ
製
作
所
T
6
8
7
5
メ
ガ
チ
ッ
プ
ス
T
6
9
8
1
村
田
製
作
所
T
6
6
3
7
寺
崎
電
気
産
業
T
6
7
6
9
ザ
イ
ン
エ
レ
ク
ト
ロ
ニ
ク
ス
T
6
8
7
7
Ｏ
Ｂ
Ａ
Ｒ
Ａ
　
Ｇ
Ｒ
Ｏ
Ｕ
Ｐ
T
6
9
8
5
ユ
ー
シ
ン
T
6
6
3
8
ミ
マ
キ
エ
ン
ジ
ニ
ア
リ
ン
グ
T
6
7
7
0
ア
ル
プ
ス
電
気
T
6
8
8
1
キ
ョ
ウ
デ
ン
T
6
9
8
6
双
葉
電
子
工
業
T
6
6
3
9
コ
ン
テ
ッ
ク
T
6
7
7
1
池
上
通
信
機
T
6
8
8
2
三
社
電
機
製
作
所
T
6
9
8
9
北
陸
電
気
工
業
T
6
6
4
0
第
一
精
工
T
6
7
7
2
東
京
コ
ス
モ
ス
電
機
T
6
8
9
0
フ
ェ
ロ
ー
テ
ッ
ク
ホ
ー
ル
デ
ィ
ン
グ
ス
T
6
9
9
4
指
月
電
機
製
作
所
T
6
6
4
1
日
新
電
機
T
6
7
7
3
パ
イ
オ
ニ
ア
T
6
8
9
4
パ
ル
ス
テ
ッ
ク
工
業
T
6
9
9
6
ニ
チ
コ
ン
T
6
6
4
4
大
崎
電
気
工
業
T
6
7
7
5
Ｔ
Ｂ
グ
ル
ー
プ
T
6
8
9
5
ダ
イ
ヤ
モ
ン
ド
電
機
T
6
9
9
7
日
本
ケ
ミ
コ
ン
T
6
6
4
5
オ
ム
ロ
ン
T
6
7
7
7
ｓ
ａ
ｎ
ｔｅ
ｃ
T
6
8
9
6
北
川
工
業
T
6
9
9
8
日
本
タ
ン
グ
ス
テ
ン
T
6
6
5
2
ＩＤ
Ｅ
Ｃ
T
6
7
7
8
ア
ル
チ
ザ
ネ
ッ
ト
ワ
ー
ク
ス
T
6
8
9
7
ツ
イ
ン
バ
ー
ド
工
業
T
6
9
9
9
Ｋ
Ｏ
Ａ
T
6
6
5
5
東
洋
電
機
T
6
7
7
9
日
本
電
波
工
業
T
6
8
9
8
ト
ミ
タ
電
機
T
7
2
4
4
市
光
工
業
T
6
6
5
6
イ
ン
ス
ペ
ッ
ク
T
6
7
8
5
鈴
木
T
6
8
9
9
Ａ
Ｓ
Ｔ
Ｉ
T
7
2
7
6
小
糸
製
作
所
T
6
6
5
8
シ
ラ
イ
電
子
工
業
T
6
7
8
7
メ
イ
コ
ー
T
6
9
0
1
沢
藤
電
機
T
7
2
8
0
ミ
ツ
バ
T
6
6
5
9
メ
デ
ィ
ア
リ
ン
ク
ス
T
6
7
8
9
ロ
ー
ラ
ン
ド
　
デ
ィ
ー
．
ジ
ー
．
T
6
9
0
4
原
田
工
業
T
7
7
3
5
Ｓ
Ｃ
Ｒ
Ｅ
Ｅ
Ｎ
ホ
ー
ル
デ
ィ
ン
グ
ス
T
6
6
6
2
ユ
ビ
テ
ッ
ク
T
6
7
9
4
フ
ォ
ス
タ
ー
電
機
T
6
9
0
5
コ
ー
セ
ル
T
7
7
3
9
キ
ヤ
ノ
ン
電
子
T
6
6
6
3
太
洋
工
業
T
6
7
9
6
ク
ラ
リ
オ
ン
T
6
9
0
7
ジ
オ
マ
テ
ッ
ク
T
7
7
5
1
キ
ヤ
ノ
ン
T
6
6
6
4
オ
プ
ト
エ
レ
ク
ト
ロ
ニ
ク
ス
T
6
7
9
8
Ｓ
Ｍ
Ｋ
T
6
9
0
8
イ
リ
ソ
電
子
工
業
T
7
7
5
2
リ
コ
ー
T
6
6
6
6
リ
バ
ー
エ
レ
テ
ッ
ク
T
6
8
0
0
ヨ
コ
オ
T
6
9
1
1
新
日
本
無
線
T
7
9
6
5
象
印
マ
ホ
ー
ビ
ン
T
6
6
6
8
ア
ド
テ
ッ
ク
　
プ
ラ
ズ
マ
　
テ
ク
ノ
ロ
T
6
8
0
3
テ
ィ
ア
ッ
ク
T
6
9
1
2
菊
水
電
子
工
業
T
7
9
9
9
Ｍ
Ｕ
Ｔ
Ｏ
Ｈ
ホ
ー
ル
デ
ィ
ン
グ
ス
T
6
6
6
9
シ
ー
シ
ー
エ
ス
T
6
8
0
4
ホ
シ
デ
ン
T
6
9
1
4
オ
プ
テ
ッ
ク
ス
グ
ル
ー
プ
T
8
0
3
5
東
京
エ
レ
ク
ト
ロ
ン
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Appendix 5: Sample firms for Chapter 6 analysis 
Company code Company name Company code Company name
T1963 日揮 T6981 村田製作所
T3659 ネクソン T7003 三井造船
T4063 信越化学工業 T7105 三菱ロジスネクスト
T5333 日本ガイシ T7212 エフテック
T5949 ユニプレス T7238 曙ブレーキ工業
T5989 エイチワン T7240 ＮＯＫ
T6135 牧野フライス製作所 T7251 ケーヒン
T6366 千代田化工建設 T7270 ＳＵＢＡＲＵ
T6367 ダイキン工業 T7274 ショーワ
T6472 ＮＴＮ T7279 ハイレックスコーポレーション
T6479 ミネベアミツミ T7291 日本プラスト
T6594 日本電産 T7294 ヨロズ
T6740 ジャパンディスプレイ T7296 エフ・シー・シー
T6770 アルプス電気 T7313 テイ・エス　テック
T6806 ヒロセ電機 T7735 ＳＣＲＥＥＮホールディングス
T6807 日本航空電子工業 T7915 ＮＩＳＳＨＡ
T6857 アドバンテスト T7936 アシックス
T6869 シスメックス T7988 ニフコ
T6954 ファナック T8035 東京エレクトロン
T6963 ローム T9107 川崎汽船
T6976 太陽誘電 T9370 郵船ロジスティクス  
